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Electronic
evidence being
gathered from
wreck scene

Mks BERRY/Ledger & Times
Dr. Michael Ridley speaks to a group of about 100 youth and adults concerning the construction of a skate park in Murray during a public forum at Calloway County Public Library Tuesday night. Those who spoke during the meeting were unanimous in
their support.

Gathering backs skate park
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
If enthusiasm displayed Tuesday night
during a public forum regarding construction of a skate park in Murray translates into
an equally energetic fundraising effort,
there's no doubt the proposal will become a
reality.
There were no opposing voices heard
among the nearly 100 adults and youth who
filled Calloway County Public Library's
meeting room to discuss the proposal initiated by Matt Martin. director of MurrayCalloway County Parks and Recreation.
Several speakers, both youngsters and
adults, said the time has come for a skate
park to be constructed in Murray with wide
support for locating a facility in Chestnut
Park.
Dr. Michael Ridley spoke briefly in support of the project detailing the success of
skate parks and skating businesses in surrounding counties. "I'm for it. This is some-

Martin told the crowd that both youngthing that can be real positive for Murray. I
think it can be run well and (Chestnut Park) sters and their adult supporters will have to
is a high visibility area," he said, while be willing to work hard raising money, but
addressing fears that youngsters could be they will get some help.
Murray City Administrator Matt
seriously hurt performing daredevil stunts
Mattingly and couneilmember Linda Cherry
on concrete.
"I treat facial injuries and have for 40 told the group that Murray City Hall supyears." he said. "The most significant injury ports the effort and is willing to pay 25 perI've ever seen was done on monkey bars that cent of the estimated $80,000 cost of the
are located at all of our schools and we project. Calloway County Fiscal Court has
not yet considered the issue, but Judgeallow those."
Korben Jones and Dustin Schroeder, two Executive Larry Elkins said this morning
skateboarders among a crowd of about 30 that the court would consider the proposal
youngsters, spoke up in support for the proj- and would be willing to do whatever they
ect. Both said they and their friends need a could under budget constraints.
Martin said he hopes the department can
place to enjoy the sport. Currently, skateboarders utilize parking lots or sidewalks come up with an additional 25 percent
and sometimes streets to have their fun, or through a donation or possible grants to aid
they travel 20 to 40 miles away to parks in the effort. However youth and adult supporters may have to come up with any remaining
Benton and Paducah.
"We can't skate anywhere without get- funding.
ting run off," Jones said. "We need to have a
place to go."

•See Page 2A

what happened than is available
By TOM BERRY
in other situations.
Staff Writer
"During the course of our
State-of-the-art video and
computer diagnostic technology reconstruction, we have had
being employed by three pieces of evidence that we
are
Kentucky State Police investi- don't always have," Kent said.
gators trying to determine "We have the in-car camera
exactly what happened during from the Murray Police
an accident March 18 that killed Department cruiser ... we have
our total station piece of equipa Murray resident.
Capt. Nathan Kent, a ment, basically a laser-survey
spokesman for KSP Post I in instrument that we use in our
Mayfield, said accident recon- traditional reconstruction ... and
structionists from across the we have what is more commonstate are taking part in a three- ly known as the 'black box — or
pronged diagnostic approach in event data recorder.
Kent said the electronic evidetermining what happened
during those last seconds before dence is providing investigators
Murray Police Patrolman John with a lot of details concerning
Cooper's cruiser collided with the crash.
"We can take the pictures
Ray Walker's vehicle at the
intersection of Main and L.P. captured by the in-car camera,
put it into a digital format and
Miller streets.
Walker,68, was killed March then go frame by frame," Kent
i8 when his vehicle was struck said.
The laser-survey instrument
in the driver's side by Cooper's
vehicle as he was responding to allows very precise measurea silent alarm. According to ments an determining what hapreports immediately following pened -That allows us to draw
the accident, Walker pulled out a to-scale diagram that puts all
in front of Cooper as he was of the evidence including the
leaving work at Briggs & vehicle dynamics onto a piece
of paper so that even a lay perStratton.
Officials have said Cooper son could interpret the eviwas traveling with all his vehi- dence,- Kent explained.
The use of "black box- techcle's emergency equipment activated when he struck Walker's nology is relatively new in
vehicle. Walker was traveling Kentucky.
"It's emerging technology
south on L.P Miller Street and
was attempting to turn east onto for us, hut we can download
Main. Cooper was traveling that information if the event
data recorder has not been damwest on Main.
According to an autopsy. aged too severely in the
Walker died of multiple blunt sion," Kent said. -Thai gives us
force trauma later at Murray- very- technical data about the
percentage of braking, whethet
Calloway County Hospital.
Because a police car was or not turn signals were activat,
involved in the accident there is
far more evidence concerning •See Page 2A

Text messages to
minor lead to arrest
Staff Report
Sexually-explicit text messages to a 14-year-old girl led to the
arrest of a 28-year-old Memphis, Tenn., man.
Murray Police officers arrested Denman Comeilius and charged
him with using an electronic system to procure a
minor for a sexual offense. He was lodged in the
Calloway County Jail.
According to MPD,officers began investigating
an incident at II p.m. Sunday when the female had
received text messages from Comeilius that were
of a sexual nature and directed toward the girl.
Police said he arranged a meeting with the
female at a local hotel, hut was instead met by officers.
A release from MPD noted parents should talk
Cormillus
to their children and educate them about child
predators and that text messaging is also being used by child predators as well as the Internet.
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Photos prOVOCIed
The Rotary Club of Murray held its 83rd annual banquet
Tuesday at the Curns Center and recognized several members. Pictured (clockwise from top tett) is Harold Glenn
Doran, left, who was honored with the Presidential Award
from Rotary President Greg Delancey. Meanwhile. Tab
Brockman, top left, was named the Rotarian of the Year
Brockman was presented his award by Club President-elect
Lance Allison. And Darrell McFerron, left, was honored with
the Humanitanan Award for Service Above Self. which was
presented by Club Treasurer Deana Wright
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•Skate park ...
From Front
Some ol the lundraising efforts suggested include a rock concert
in Central Park. car washes, restaurant rebate nights, donations from
businesses, civic organizations and individuals. participation in city
and county sponsored "Help Keep the City Clean" projects that pay
$6 per hour for those that will pick up trash along roadways, yard
sales and donation cans placed at local businesses or collected on
the streets.
"If we raise the money, it will be built. But it will have to be a
community effort." Martin said. "The money will be tight and the
ball is in your court. If you really want this to happen, grab this ball
and run with it."
City and county law enforcement officials also jumped on the
bandwagon. Murray Police Chief Ken Claud and Clayton
Hendricks. chief deputy at the Calloway County Sheriff's
Department, both said they are behind the idea because it will give
youngsters a place to go where they can have their fun without violating the law and without risk of injury.
Claud explained that police must prevent the youngsters from
injuring themselves by skating in the streets and must ask them to
leave private property where business owners are concerned about
liability issues should skaters hurt themselves on their property.
However police are not against youngsters skating, but only want
them to have a safe place to have their fun.
"I feel that it would be a great idea for the young people to have
a place to go ... We're behind this," Claud said.
Hendricks said if skaters continue to skate in risky areas, they
could get hurt and no one wants to see that. "So it will be good
because I'll know you are safe," Hendricks said.
Of course, adults would be free to use the facility, too, as long as
they stay out of the path of speeding youngsters.
Following the public forum phase of the meeting, several youth
look part in an Internet interview with Yannick Malek, a profession/1.1 skate boarder and designer of the initial draft of the proposed
Skate park. Malek's company, Solo Ramp, which is based in
Canada, is one of at least two companies that are expected to bid on
the project. Elements of Play from Hopkinsville is another.
The youngsters detailed their desire to have a local skate park
and what they would like for it to include should a facility be constructed.
Martin said current plans would likely have to be revised, but
Malek is expected to present a cost projection to the parks board
within the next week.
Future forums are planned concerning the skatepark proposal.
For more information about the construction proposal, contact the
Martin at the parks department office at 762-0325.
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GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & limes
RIBBON CUTTING: Members of Robert 0. Miller's family were joined Thursday by community leaders for a ribbon cutting at
the Robert 0. Miller Conference Center on South 4th Street.

Jury convicts Guardsman
BAR.DWELL,Ky.(AP)— A
western Kentucky jury rejected
a murder charge Tuesday and
instead convicted a Kentucky
National Guardsman of reckless
homicide in the death of a fellow guardsman last year.
The Carlisle County jury
found Cody Morris, 19, not
guilty of murder but guilty of
the lesser charge and also convicted him of tampering with
evidence. He was also acquitted
of wanton endangerment.

Morris showed no emotion as
Circuit Judge Tins Langford
read the Jury's verdict at the end
of the two-day trial.
The case stems from the
death last October of Casey
Hall, 18. who was shot and
killed at a house where Morris
and other teens were playing
video games. The jury recommended the maximum sentence
of five years on each count and
asked that the sentences he
served consecutively.

in nature that we would otherwise never be able to capture
without the advent of that tech-

nology."
The hardware and software
have been available to KSP for
several months, according to
Kent; however accident reconstructionists and other investigators have only recently begun
training in the use of the equipment.
"We've only got a handful of
folks across the state that are
trained in that capacity," he said.
-That has been our delay."
Kent said a full report concerning the investigation is
expected this week.

•Electronic evidence ...
From Front
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KSP made nearly
250 March arrests
Staff Report
HICKORY, Ky. — Kentucky
State Police Post I made 247
criminal arrests and opened 71
criminal cases in March,
information
according
to
released by KSP.
Post I investigated 58 collisions in the II counties of
Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle,
Fulton, Graves, Hickman,
Livingston, Lyon, Marshall,
McCracken and Trigg. Three
fatalities were investigated, as
well.
As of April 30, there have
been 22 people killed in fatal
collisions. Of those, 10 were not
wearing seat belts.
During the same period in
2007, 24 people were killed in
the Post I area.
Statewide, there have been
229 deaths compared to 263 in
2007.
Locally, there have been 39
DUI arrests.
There were also 567 calls for
service to KSP and 1.297 citations written for March, including 496 for speeding, 176
regarding seat belts, and eight
for child restraints.

Townerier
NOTICE
• The Calloway County
Board of Education will meet
Thursday at 6 p.m. at the
board office on College Farm
Road. Items on the agenda
include: recognitions; comprehensive district improvement plan; and a superintendent's report.
•The Murray City Council
will meet Thursday at 6 :30
p.m. in the council chambers
at City Hall. Items on the
agenda include recognizing
Murray Police Department
Major Jett Liles and Captain
Jim Osborne for graduating
from the Criminal Justice
Executive
Development
Program.
The
Murray
•
Independent
Board
of
Education is scheduled to
meet at 7 p.m. on Thursday
in the central office boardCarter
at
the
room
Administration building on S.
13th Street. On the agenda
for the meeting is bid
requests for construction
work at Murray High School,
approval of a teacher salary
schedule and consideration
of a tentative 2006-09 budget
proposal.
O To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

+ AVAILABLE 24 HOURS,7 DAYS A WEEK
+ PROVEN RESULTS
+ 2 CERTIFIED MRO'S

Primary 11,
Care
MEDICAL CENTER

+ SERVICES PROVIDED BY MURRAY
AND CALLOWAY COUNTY PHYSICIANS

NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY!

1000 SOUTH 12TH STREET • MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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Disagreement between Supreme
Court justices made public
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API -disagreement

A behind-the-scenes
-among Kentucky Supreme Court justices has become public as the
chief justice steps down and others are vying to fill the role.
Justice Wil Schroder of Covington criticized outgoing Chief
Justice Joseph Lambert on Monday for reappointing Jason Nemes
to head the Administrative Office of the Courts even though the
state Senate declined to confirm him.
Taking the rare step of making an internal disagreement public.
Schroder said Lambert's action does not respect the rule of law.
"People don't get to pick and choose which laws they follow,
including the Supreme Court," Schroder said.
Schroder and Justice John D. Minton of Bowling Green are seeking to be elected chief justice by the other five justices on the court
later this month. Lambert will retire in June.

Man kills wife in Ky. nursing
home,
self, police say northern Kentucky say
C'ARROLLTON, Ky. ( AP>

Police in
an 85-year-old man shot and killed his wife in her nursing home
coom, then fatally shot himself. The shooting happened at about
2:30 p.m. EDT Tuesday at the Green Valley Health &
Center in Carrollton.
Carrollton police say 83-year-old Myla Hoppenon was pronounced dead at the scene. Harry Hopperton was taken to
University of Louisville Hospital, where he was pronounced dead
about three hours after the shooting. Police say Hoppenon entered
his wife's room and used a small-caliber handgun to shoot her in the
head before shooting himself in the head.
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against gas tax U.S.
holiday
Bunning
Sen. Jim Bunning
LOUISVILLE.
- Republican

Ky.(AP)
spoke out Tuesday against a seasonal suspension of federal gas
taxes, putting hint at odds with his party's presumptive presidential
nominee.
. Bunning said that suspending the federal 18.4-cents per gallon
federal tax on gasoline wouldn't be "even close to a temporary x"
to sky-high fuel prices and "won't really relieve the pressure at the
pump."
Talk of a summertime gas tax holiday has caught on with some
politicians, including Republican presidential nominee-in-waiting
John McCain and Democratic presidential candidate Hillary
Rodham Clinton. Democratic presidential hopeful Barack Obama
has derided the proposal as a gimmick. The conservative Bunning
.grudgingly
conceded he's on the same side with Obama on that one
issue.

McCain expected for NRA
meeting in Ky.
annual
LOUISVILLE. Ky.(API --- The National Rifle Association says
Republican presidential candidate John McCain is scheduled to participate in a forum at the NRA's annual meeting next week in
Louisville. The U.S. senator and presumptive GOP presidential
nominee will take part in the group's Celebration of American
Values Leadership Forum on May 16, the first day of the three-day
meeting.
Also scheduled to speak at the forum are former GOP presidential candidates Mike Huckabee and Mitt Romney, former White
House political director Karl Rove, Republican U.S. Senate Leader
Mitch McConnell and Kentucky Gov. Steve Beshear.
NRA spokesman Andrew Arulanandam says Democratic presidential candidates Hillary Clinton and Barack Obama weren't invited to this NRA event.
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Frankfort selected for energy audit
OVERLAND PARK, Kan.
(API — Wal-Mart Stores Inc.
has announced partnerships
with 19 states and Puerto Rico
to help them save on energy and
electricity costs at their capitols.
Wal-Mart will pay engineering experts to perform energy
audits at the capitol buildings
and recommend ways to save
energy, lower electricity costs
and reduce greenhouse emissions. company executives told
state leaders Tuesday at the
Governors
National
Association's State Summit on
Clean Power and Efficiency.
Over the past three years,
Wal-Mart has worked to cut
energy usage at its stores and
suppliers. Now it will start
working with the states, where
in many cases it serves as the
largest employer.
"We want to offer our servic-

es and expertise and get them to
a point where they can at least
see the savings within five
years," spokesman Nate Hurst
said.
The program also will help
Wal-Mart market its audit services to other interested companies, Hurst said.
The states included in
Tuesday's announcement are
Arkansas,
Missouri,
Connecticut, Florida, Iowa,
Kentucky, Minnesota, Montana,
Nebraska,
Nevada,
New
Hampshire, New Jersey, Ohio.
Pennsylvania, South Carolina,
South
Dakota, Tennessee.
Virginia and West Virginia.
Engineers will visit the capitol facilities in 2008 and 2009 to
examine lighting, heating, ventilation, air-conditioning systems,
refrigeration equipment and
building structures.

Wal-Mart will then provide
recommendations based on
technology it uses to reduce
energy consumption at its
stores, said Matt Kistler, WalMan's senior vice president of
sustainability.
Gov.
Kathleen
Kansas
Sebelius, a Democrat. and
Minnesota Gov. Tim Pawlenty
and North Dakota Gov. John
Hoeven, both Republicans,
attended the announcement.

Both Sebehus and Hoeven
said their states weren't part (Attie program because similar
audits have already been conducted at their capitols.
Pawlenty said the public-private partnership was an example
of how governor.; can lead an
'
effort to become greener.
"The cleanest and cheapest
energy is the energy we save,"
Pawlenty said.
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Arrests made in string
of Marshall thefts
Staff Report
A string of Hardin thefts and
burglaries ended Thursday after
a two-week long investigation
by Marshall County Sheriff's
Deputy David Maddox and
Detective Dan Melone.
According to the Marshall
County Sheriff's Department.
Jesse J. Carter, 25, of Hardin
was arrested Friday and charged
with third degree burglary and
theft by unlawful taking after he
confessed to the crimes.
Eric S. Jones. 23. of Hardin
was also arrested and charged
with third degree burglary and
theft by unlawful taking.
According to the report. on
April IS. Maddox opened an
investigation after several buildings on Watkins Street in Hardin
had been burglarized. Melone
processed the scene and collected forensic evidence.
On Friday. Melone was contacted by Kentucky Probation
and Parole Officer Chris Holt
who said he had located possible
stolen property. Melone was

able to match forensic evidence
found on the scene to one of the
suspects.
After the arrests, Melone
found a large cache of stolen
copper wire in a vehicle at the
residence of the suspects. The
investigation revealed that the
wire was stolen from Fleetwtxxl
Homes in Benton that morning.
As a result, both Cater was
charged with theft by unlawful
taking over $300 and Jones was
charged with receiving stolen
property over $300.
Carter was linked to an April
28 crime when he reported he
had a radio. amps and speakers
stolen from him. During the
investigation, it was revealed
that the items were not stolen but
had been reported stolen in order
to tile a false insurance claim.
The items were recovered
where they had been hidden at a
friend's house.
Cater was charged with falsely reporting an incident for
which he appeared in Marshall
District Court on Monday.
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()UR READERS
WRITE
To the Editor.
We hear a lot about change in this year's Presidential
election. The question should be, change to what? With
the election of a new governor. Kentucky has sure gotten
change.
We have just learned the new budget will be nearly SI
billion more than the 2006 budget. Not only does the new
budget increase spending, it actually cuts spending to our
universities and local governments. It seems pork projects
have become a lot more important than giving our college
students a good education.
By the way, former Gov. Ernie Fletcher balanced the
budget each year while in office and provided all necessary
government services including adequate funding of our state
universities.
We were told bonds were sold during the Fletcher administration to pay for paving Highway 80 between Highway
641 and Coldwater. It is now being said it will be two or
three years before it can be completed. Where did the bond
money go?
As many of you realize, we now live on a dead end
caused by construction of the new highway and many times
are unable to get out due to high water over Rockhouse
Creek. The contractor building the road built a dam across
the creek to move heavy equipment and it backs up water
over our road and even our farm during heavy rains. I am
wondering when will this project ever be completed?
Vannetta Bullard
Murray
To the Editor,
Much appreciation goes to all who were responsible for
Murray In Motion at the RSEC April 12. The event was
well organized and offered screenings from stem to stern. I
took advantage of the event and was told to expect up to
two weeks for results of blood work. I received them in less
than one week.
Thanks for the opportunity to check one's health in a
timely manner. I hope this continues to be at least an annual
event.
Mark Gore
Murray

4) LETTERS POLICY
✓ Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071, faxed to 270-753-1927, or e-mailed to
editor@murrayiedger.com.
✓ Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
address and phone number for verification purposes. E.
mailed letters must have address and phone number.
V No letters will be printed anonymously.
✓ Letters should not exceed 300 words and must be
typed Or legible.
V The Murray Ledger & limes reserves the right to edit
or reject any letter on the basis of length, style, spoiling,
grammar, libel, good taste and frequent cosibibidors to
the Forum page.
V Letters of a "thank you" nature that single out sponsors, businesses or individuals by name, except those
directed toward the community as a whole, will mot be
accepted
✓ Letters only represent the viewpoint wed opons of
the writer and not necessarily of the Ledger &Times
staff.
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My Mother's Hands
I remember my mother,
Cammie Mann Bolin, everyday, but especially as Mother's Day approaches my
memories intensify.
My mother, born in 1921
at the beginning of the
"Roaring Twenties," grew to
adulthood in the years of the
Great Depression, raised with
my father two boys during
the Cold War, lost and
mourned a husband who died
on the fiftieth anniversary of
D-Day, and then lived out
her days, first alone in the
house where she had lived
with my father, and then at
Murray's Glendale Place, two
blocks from our home,
before spending time at a
nursing home and in the
hospital before dying at the
age of 85 on August 19.
2006.
My mother worked as a
schoolteacher in Atlanta, Ga.,
Martin, Tenn., and Dixon,
Ky. She also worked as an
assistant pharmacist at
Bolin's Drugstore, as a
homemaker, and then as a
substitute teacher after my
brother and I had grown up
to honorable manhood (we
hope), and married and had
families of our own.
My mother worried constantly — a trait that I

inherited — but through her
worries she ministered consistently to those around her.
Her sweet smile could make
your day. She sent cards
penned in her elegant hand,
remembered others in her
daily prayers, which more
accurately would be
described as her hourly
prayers. for she followed the
Biblical injunction to pray
without ceasing, and she
made sourdough bread which
she always gave away.
Back in Webster County,
Mama Bo's meals were legendary, especially Sunday
dinners, which she began to
prepare the previous night
and early the next morning
before Sunday School and
church, and then completed
after church, somehow before
everyone else had changed
into more comfortable
clothes.
I remember those meals
and remember the hands that
made them. I remember my
mother's smile, but 1 also
remember her hands.
Her hands were beautiful
to me, not in the usual
sense of long, slender fingers, but, ironically, in the
fact that her right hand was
severely crippled. Most
folks thought that my mother

suffered from debilitating
arthritis, the way the fingers
on her right hand were
shaped, but she actually suffered a gruesome injury that
went a long way in forging
her determined character.
As a 14-year-old girl,
helping her father in his
meat shop in the middle of
the Depression, my mother
inadvertently caught her hand
in a meat grinder. The doctors in that rural 1930S outpost did what they could do,
and she went through several
operations, but in the meantime, not to get behind in
her school work, she immediately learned to write with
her left hand. And then,
after her right hand had
healed as much as it would
heal, she re-learned to write
with her now crippled right
hand.
She graduated from Martin
High School as the valedictonan of her class.
The re-learning process
took such patience and fortitude that is hard to imagine,
but the result was that one
of my mother's distinguishing characteristics was her
beautiful, flowing penmanship, a characteristic always
commented on by those who
received her thoughtful let-

ters, notes
and cards.
And those
notes
received by
my brother's
family and
by mine on
every imaginable occasion —
and
birthdays,
anniversaries, 14°Cay
By James
and other
special occa- Duane Bolin
sions — in Ledger & Times
Columnist
her rounded
cursive
handwriting, with the letters
made just so, continue to
bless us as we find them in
desk drawers and in file
cabinets today.
I remember my mother's
smile, but I also remember
my mother's beautiful hands,
hands that nurtured me and
loved me right up to the
night that she died as I
stood by her side holding
her hand, her right hand, in
mine.
Duane Bolin teaches in
the Department of History at
Murray State University. He
may be reached at
duane.bolin@murraystate.edu.

Master Harold and the Boys
When 1 was growing up, getting
your own bike was a rite of passage.
"The town was yours to explore."
recalls Bob Meinzer, a friend who went
to my high school. "You could ride to
Washington School
and take Woodbridge
Avenue home, if you
dared to head down
that big hill at full
speed. You could
bike out to Roosevelt
Park - which had
been a car ride in the
past - and swing on
the swings or play on
Main Street the fountain. RedBy Constance field Village was a
Alexander
biking paradise with
Local
all the new sidewalks
Columnist
winding in and out
between the buildings."
The rituals are still vivid to my old
friend. He remembers every bike he
ever owned, from the first hand-medown his cousin Bruce passed on to
him, to the upscale model he finally
got in 7th grade.
"I added handlebar streamers, an
obnoxious ooga horn, dual exhaust
(made by my dad who bent a couple
of pipes for me), and baseball cards
attached with clothes pins to make it
sound like a motorcycle," he says.
I remember my first bike too - dark
blue with light blue trim, and a big
basket on the front for books. In those
days, girls did not have the same twowheeled adventures as boys. I was only
allowed to nde in my neighborhood,
with the library the outer limit of my
travels. And because it was not ladylike
to mount a bike in my school uniform,

I and the other young ladies of St.
Francis walked to school in delicate
twos and threes, while the boys skidded
into the playground on their bikes.
Bicycles were a pastime in the lower
grades, but by the time we reached
high school, even a top-of-the-line
Schwinn was not considered cool.
"Bikes were for kids," Bob Meinzer
remembers.
There was one boy who rode a bike
long after the rest of us. His name was
Harold, and he was a familiar figure
on the streets of our town He, his parents and siblings lived iv a ramshackle
house across from the A & P. As far
as any of us knew, he had never gone
to school, but he enjoyed being around
the kids who seemed to somewhere in
his age range.
Another old friend, George Bushman,
tells of inviting Harold to his house for
dinner sometimes. adding, "My family
would drop off clothes at his house for
him and his sister. .1 would make him
go home and take a bath so others
wouldn't pick on him."
When there was nothing to do in
Metuchen (which was just about
always, according to local teenagers)
we hung around the Duchess Diner.
When we could pool enough money,
we'd go inside and sit at the counter.
You could order a Coke, share a plate
of French fries, and pop quarters into
the table-top juke boxes to play
favorite tunes until the waitresses
shooed us out. After that, we'd linger
in the parking lot for hours, talking to
friends and watching the older kids
cruise by in their cars.
Often. Harold showed up on his
bike. He could be coaxed to dance for
money while others crowded around,

laughing and clapping. One summer
night some rowdy guys with a car took
Harold and his bike across Route 22 to
the Watchung Mountains and left him
there. The joke Was to see who'd make
it back to the diner first.
According to my friend Rick's
younger brother, somehow Harold beat
them back to town, so someone tnust
have had the decency to bring him
back, bike and all.
A classmate who had had been
transplanted to Metuchen from rough
communities in Jersey City and Union .
City shares a different reminiscence of •
Harold. He reports that he was
impressed by "how civil and respectful
the Metuchen High School students
who hung around the diner were. There
were a few grins and maybe a sharp
edge here or there,- he reports, "but
for the most part they were not disre•
spectful..."
That version of Harold and the boys.
is contradicted a bit by George Bushman, who quoted his mother's sentiments about Harold: "Help protect hiin
God has blessed us and expects us to
help the less fortunate."
"I can still see Harold's eyes fill
with tears when people pushed him a
bit too far," George admits. -That's
when I took my mother's advice. I
should have and could have more
often..."
This is the first in a series of
columns for May, National Bike Month
If you hate a story to share about
bikes, contact the columnist at constancealexandetignewwavecomm.net.
Read Main Street online at
www.murravledgercom.
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Virgil L Travis

Marion E. Jones

Virgil L. rra. is, 65, Benton, died Monday. May 5, 2008, at
Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
Owner of Benton Auto Salvage and Wrecker in
Marshall County for 22 years, he attended Brewers
United Methodist Church. Preceding him in death
were his parents, Elvin Travis and Genie Henry
Travis. and one sister, Barbara Epperson.
Survivors include his wife, Paula Beth Creason
Travis; two daughters, Tawny Travis, Kuttawa,
and Arnie Belcher and husband, Corey, Benton;
two sons, Chits Travis, Salem, Ind., and Jeff
Travis, Benton; three grandchildren, Abigail and
Tyler Belcher and Madison Travis; one brother,
Travis
Gordon Travis and wife, Patsy, Eddyville; three
sisters, Shirley McCallister and husband, Carrol, Princeton, Virginia
Lee and husband, Jewel, Dycusburg, and Lucille Bigham, Hobart.
Ind.
The funeral will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Collier
Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. Robert Chandler, Rev. Richard Dowdy
and Rev. Steve Seaford will officiate. Burial will follow in the
Marshall County Memory Gardens, Benton.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
(Wednesday). Expressions of sympathy may be made to Brewers
United Methodist Church Building Fund, 7756 Brewers Hwy.,
Benton, KY 42025.

The funeral for Marion E. Jones will be today (Wednesday) at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Hombeak Funeral Home, Fulton. Rev. Danny
Potts will officiate. Burial will follow in the Oak Grove Cemetery,
Dukedom.
Visitation is now at the funeral home. Expressions
of sympathy may be made to Oak Grove Cemetery
Fund, c/o Paula Lamb, .101 West State Line, South
Fulton, TN 38257.
Mr. Jones, 90, Water Valley, died Sunday, May 4.
2008, at 9:15 p.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield.
An Army veteran of World War II, he was a retired carpenter and
had been a member of the inner Oak Grove Church of Christ,
Dukedom, Tenn. He had lived in this area most of his life and also
in Warren. Mich., for about 20 years.
Preceding ham in death were his wife, Vivian Ophelia Foster
Jones, on June 3, 2007; five brothers, Estes, Henson, Di., Allen and
Theron Jones; three sisters, Beauton Howard, Valeria Carney and
Montez Blackard. Born Feb. 27, 1918, in Weakley County,Tenn., he
was the son of the late Lee and Lucy McClain Jones.
Survivors include one son, Jimmie Jones and wife, Debbie,
Fulton; three grandchildren, Wendy Heatherly. Murray, P.J. Jones,
Union City, Tenn., and Shelly Rosales, Austin, Texas; six greatgrandchildren; three great-great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Rebecca Reynolds

The funeral for Mrs. Rebecca Reynolds was today (Wednesday)
at II a.m. at First Baptist Church, Graham, Texas, with Gary Tull,
Dwaine Pitt, 69, Benton, died Tuesday. May 6, 2008, at 604 a.m. assistant to the pastor of First Baptist Church, assisting. Burial will
at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
follow in the Pioneer Cemetery, Graham, with Morrison Funeral
A Navy veteran, he was the son of the late John Home of Graham was in charge of the arrangements.
Pitt and Roselle Henson Pitt.
Mrs. Reynolds, 46, Graham, Texas, died Friday, May 2, 2008, at
Survivors include his wife, Amy Elkins Pitt; four her home.
•
-11
sons, Greg Pitt. Illinois, Barry Pitt, South Dakota,
Born Nov. 15, 1961. she was a longtime resident of Graham and
and Deno Pitt and Dale Ninuno, both of Benton; two a member of First Baptist Church. She was a sales associate in the
sisters, Kaye Norman and Johna Adkins, both of Hardin; one broth- jewelry department of Wal-Mart. Preceding her in death was her
er. Paul Pitt, Draffenville; eight grandchildren.
first husband, Travis E. New on Feb. 15, 1985 and her mother Billie
A memorial service will be Thursday at 7 p.m. in the chapel of Jean (Morris) Frazier.
Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home, Benton. Ronnie Fox will offiSurvivors include her husband, Kenneth Reynolds, to whom she
ciate.
was married July 2, 1993 in El Paso. Texas; her parents, Bill D. and
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Thursday. Karen Frazier, Graham; three sisters, Beth DeSpain, San Simon,
Online condolences may he made a www.filbeckcannking.com
Ariz., Emily Musser, Terrell, Texas, and Sunni Garland and husband. Ricky, Murray, Ky.; one brother. William Rife. Virginia
Dr. Charles R.(Doc) Cooley
Beach. Va.: grandmother, Eton Moms, Winnsboro, La.; several
Dr. Charles R.(Doc)Conley, 84, Greenup, died Monday, May 5, nieces and nephews.
:7.008, at Community Hospice Care Center, Ashland.
He came to Greenup in 1956 as a graduate of
Chicago School of Osteopathic Medicine and prac- Elder DJ. Ward
The funeral for Elder D.J. Ward will be Friday at 1 p.m. at Main
ticed family medicine for 51 years. He was named
"Physician of the Year" by the KOMA and has Street Baptist Church. Lexington. The body will be at the church
beginning at noon Thursday. Visitation will be at
received many recognitions from the medical comthe church from 5 to 7 p.m. Thursday when a
munity. He worked as a physician for the Greenup Health
praise and worship/memorial service will begin.
Department and the Greenup Co. Detention Center. He was a memSmith & Smith Funeral Home. Lexington, is in
ber of Greenup First United Methodist Church where he served as
charge of arrangements.
Sunday school teacher, chairman of the board, and sang in the choir
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Main
and was a member of Greenup Lions Club where he received the
Street Baptist Church, Lexington.
Melvin Jones Fellow Award. A volunteer ringside physician for
Elder Ward, Lexington, died Friday. May 2,
Golden gloves boxing, he was a member of the Paintsville Chapter
2008, at Hospice Care Center of St. Joseph
of the Order of Free and Accepted Masons. He was an Air Force vetHospital from complications from lung cancer.
eran of World War II.
A native of Murray, he was a graduate of
. Preceding him in death were his first wife, Kathryn (Kitty) Ward
Murray's Douglass High School and received a
Sargent Conley; daughter-in-law. Phyllis Simmons Conley; two
degree in theology from American Baptist Theological Seminary,
grandchildren. Amy Callihan Young and Michael Casey Zank.
Lexington.
Survivors include his wife, Virginia Salyers Conley; three daugh- Nashville, Term. He went to Main Street Baptist Church,
Ridge, Tenn.
ters. Cathy Young and husband. Burton, Murray, Gail Gullett and as a pastor from Mount Zion Baptist Church. Oak
at Mount
hushand. Ed, Augusta, Ga., and Greta Holmes and husband, Tim. where he preached for 27 years. Before that, he pastored
years.
Westwood; three sons. Dr. Charles L.(Butch)Conley, Brandenburg, Olivet Baptist Church, Hendersonville, Tenn.. for four
During his tenure as pastor of Main Street Baptist Church, the
Greg Adams. Wunland, and Gary Adams, Greenup; nine grandchilGrace
dren. Charlsie Young. Murray, Dr. Charles L. (chip) Conley and Frederick Braxton Educational Building and Sovereign
were expandwife. Melissa. Ashland, Stephanie Woolsey and husband. Chad. and Chapel were added to the church. Outreach programs
abuse
Ryan Conley and wifc. Kellie, all of Brandenburg. Amanda Adams, ed to include a feeding ministry, a clothing bank, a substance
South Shore, Cassie Zank, Augusta. Ga.. and Abby. Gracie and Nate ministry called Exodus and a cancer support group
Survivors include his wife, Brenda J. Ward; one son, Kimon A.
Holmes. all of Westwood; six great-grandchildren, Noell, Shelby,
grandson, Gabriel A. Henderson,
Andee and Walker Conley and Awsten and Jarid Gillum; one step- Henderson-Ward, and one
daughter, Mona Manuwille and husband. Robert, and one step- Knoxville, Tenn.: four sisters; six brothers.
grandson, Vince Maranville, all of Lexington.
The funeral will be Thursday at 11 a.m. at Greenup First United
Methodist Church with his son-in-law, Pastor Tim Holmes, officiating. Burial will follow in the BellePonte Memorial Gardens,
Flatwoods. Visitation will be at the church from 4 to 9 p.m. today
(Wednesday) and after 10 am. Thursday. Reed Funeral Home of
BEIJING (AP)- China has to Jilin province in the northeast
Greenup is in charge of arrangements.
made it mandatory for health and Yunnan province in the
Expressions of sympathy may be: made to Greenup First United care providers to report all cases southwest.
Methodist Church. 607 Main St., Greenup, KY 41144, or Hillside of a viral illness that has sickThe number and scope of
Comtnunity Church, P.O. Box 831, Ashland, KY 41105.
ened thousands of young chil- cases in recent years, along with
dren across the country, as the the need for increased surveilMrs. Syhia Doores
death toll rose this morning to lance, prompted the Health
the
in
p.m.
2
at
Tuesday
was
Doores
Sylvia
Mrs.
for
funeral
The
Ministry to enforce the nevy
28.
offiStewart
David
Rev.
Mayfield.
Home,
Funeral
chapel of Brown
So far there have been reporting rules, spokesman Mao
communiGolo
the
in
Cemetery
Zion
Mt.
the
ciated. Burial was in
15,799 cases of hand, foot and Qun'an said.
ty of Graves County.
-This demonstrates our.commouth disease this year, the offi4:15
at
2008,
4,
May
Sunday.
died
Mrs. Doores, 91, Mayfield.
cial Xinhua News Agency said, mitment to people's health.'
Murray.
a.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
cropping up in areas ranging Mao said at a rare news conferA retired salesperson for Kuhn's variety stores, she was of from the tropical island ence held jointly with the World
Methodist Faith.
province of Hainan in the south Health Organization.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Ben Brooks Doores.
Ethyl
Lura
one daughter. Barbara June Haley. her parents, Lee and
Cope Miller. and one brother. Huel G. Miller.
Survivors include one daughter. Norma Jean Wilson, Almo; one
sister. Glynda Mullins. Mayfield; six grandchildren: 10 great-grand,
children; three great-great-grandchildren.
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Obama on the rise
after trading primary
wins with Clinton
WASHINGTON (API - On
the rebound, Barack Obama left
Hillary Rodham Clinton with
fast-dwindling chances to deny
him the Democratic presidential
nomination after beating her in
North Carolina and falling just
short in an Indiana cliffhanger.
Obama was on track to climb
within 200 delegates of attaining the prize, his campaign
finally steadying after missteps
fiercely exploited by the neversay-die Clinton.
His campaign dropped broad
hints it was time for the 270
remaining unaligned party figures known as superdelegates to
get off the fence and settle the
nomination.
It was in that arena -- even
more than in the scattered primaries left - that the
Democratic hyperdrama was
bound to play out.
"You know, there are those
who were saying that North
Carolina would be a gamechanger in this election."
Obama told a roaring crowd in
Raleigh, N.C., on Tuesday
night, referring to Clinton's
hope that an upset there would
recast the race in her favor.
"But today what North
Carolina decided is that the only
game that needs changing is the
one in Washington, D.C."
Clinton vowed to compete
tenaciously for West Virginia
next week and Kentucky and
Oregon after that, and to press
"full speed on to the White
House."
But she risked running on
fumes without an infusion of
cash, and made a direct
fundraising pitch from the stage
in Indianapolis. "1 need your
help to continue our journey,"
she said.
And she pledged anew that
the
support
would
she
Democratic nominee "no matter
what happens," a vow also made
by her competitor.
In an overnight e-mail appeal
for donations, Obama said: "We
have a clear path to victory."
But even as Obama took the
day off today to be with his family in Chicago. Clinton showed
no public signs of easing her
pace. The campaign added a
in
appearance
noon
Shepherdstown. W. Va., today to
her schedule. On Thursday, she
planned to campaign in West
Virginia, South Dakota and
Oregon.
Polarizing, protracted and
often bitter, the contest is hardening divisions in the party.

according to exit polls from the
two states.
A solid majority of each candidate's supporters said they
would not he satisfied if the
other candidate wins the nomination.
Fully one-third of Clinton's
supporters in Indiana and North
Carolina went beyond mere dissatisfaction to say they would
vote for Republican John
McCain instead of Mama it
that's the choice in the fall.
Obama scored a convincing
victory of about 14 points in
North C'arolina, where he'd
been favored. Clinton squeezed
out a narrow margin in Indiana
after a long night of counting.
Racial divisions were stark.
In both states. Clinton won
six in Ill white votes while
Obama got nine in 10 black
votes, exit polls indicated.
It was a slightly better performance than usual by Clinton
among whites, while Obama's
backing from blacks was one of
his highest winning percentages
yet with that group.
Against the backdrop of disunity, pressure is certain to
intensify on the superdelegates
to declare themselves and lasso
Democrats together for the fall
campaign against McCain. They
are riot bound by results in primaries or caucuses.
-There is an eagerness in the
party to get this done and move
on," said David Axelnxi, chief
Obama strategist. "There is no
question that we can see the finish line."
A look at the night's numbers:
• Obama won at least 69
delegates and Clinton at least 63
in the two states combined. with
55 still to be divided between
the two candidates.
• Obama's delegate total
reached 1815.5 to 1,672 for
Clinton in The Associated Press
count. out of 2.025 needed to
win the nomination.
North
• Obama won
Carolina 56-42, with returns
from 99 percent of precincts.
• Clinton won Indiana 5149. with returns from 99 percent
of precincts.
And the races still ahead:
• 28 delegates at stake in
West Virginia in a week.
•103 delegates up for grabs
a week later in Kentucky and
Oregon.
•55 in Puerto Rico on June
•31 in Montana and South
Dakota on June 3.

Fish For Pond Stocking
Delivery Will Be: Friday, May 16
Murray - Southern States
2:00- 3:00 p.m., Phone 270-753-1423
To Place An Order Call The Store Above Or Call
1-800-247-2615

PONDSTICICIS INC.
FEILEYS AMISH
72421 • www.farleysriardarm.com
CASH, ARKANSAS
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Construction Clinics - 8 am to S.

All of us at Fern Terrace are thrilled with the weather we have been
having! It's just been beautiful! We'll be taking advantage of the
weather this month as we have several outdoor activities planned!

Happy Nurses Week & Nursing Home Week
Happy Nurses Week to all the wonderful nurses in our area! You do
a wonderful job!
The residents and staff of Fern Terrace would like to say, "Happy
Nursing Home Week" to the staff and residents at Spnng Creek
Healthcare. We hope you all have a fun filled week! National Nursing
Home Week begins on Mother's Day. Hospital Week is recognized the
same week and we wish the best to the many skilled people who are
part of the staff of Murray Calloway County Hospital.

Trial Run and Final Inspection
3 pm to 6 pm
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North Elementary plans
SBDM elections May 15

Alexander recently
appointed to Kentucky
Oral History Commission
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Kenlucky Gov. Steve Beshear has
Ann
Constance
appointed
Alexander
to
Murray
of
Kenthe
tucky Oral
History
Commission
to serve for
a term expiring Feb. 15.
2012.
Alexander
Alexander is a faculty scholar of arts and humanities for Murray State University's Teacher Quality Institute. She received her masters
of business administration from
Pace University in New York
City and her masters of education and humanities from
'Kean College in Union, N.J.
Also appointed were Richard
L. Taylor of Frankfort and John
A Hardin of Bowling Green

The Kentucky Oral History
Commission consists of 12
members, 10 of whom are
appointed by the governor. It
is a nationally recognized program with a collection of more
than 25,000 oral history interviews and was created to preserve the legacy of Kentuckians. Front tenant farmers and
lay midwives to political leaders and nationally acclaimed
authors, the commission reaches across the state to record
the diverse stories that are a
part of Kentucky's rich and
colorful history.
A grant program provides
financial and technical assistance to academic and community oral historians. The
commission also offers workshops, sponsors state conferences and participates in collaborative projects with other
agencies and institutions.

e-mail: jcberk00111101101111

North Elementary School will have its
election for members of the School Based
Decision Making Council on Thursday, May
IS, at the school, according to Donna Hahs,
North PTA president.
To be eligible for the council, a person
must be the parent or legal guardian of a
student that will attend North for the 200809 school year. Also these same qualifications are for those voting for the council
members.
Jo's
Also on the same day, Doodles (publiDatebook cation
with writings and drawings kids
Ely Jo Burkeen
have submitted) will be released.
Community
Editor

1

Title I meeting on Friday

Calloway County Schools will host a Title I meeting/luncheon on Friday at 11:30 a.m. at Holmes Family Restaurant. Ky
121 North. Murray, The purpose of the meeting will be to discuss and evaluate the Title 1 program implemented by Calloway County Schools. Parents and interested community members are invited.

WOW Camp 592 will meet

Photo provided

CHECK PRESENTED: Dr. Scott Winkler, right. of Physical
Medical Services presents a donation for Calloway County
High School Project Graduation to Jordan Roberts, CCHS
senior. The goal of the project is to provide a safe, fun and
substance-free event for the new graduates.

Woodmen of World Camp 592 will meet Thursday at 6
p.m. at Coldwater BBQ, US highway 641 North.

Hazel plans fundraiser
Hazel Lions Club will have its sale of light bulbs and
brooms on Thursday from 5:30 p.m. to dark in both Hazel
and Murray. Hughes Bennett, president, urges the public to
participate.

Call

Zeta Department to meet

753-1916

Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thursday at 11:45 a.m, at the club house to leave promptly at
noon for the trip to Paris, Tenn., for a luncheon.

to place
an ad in

Glory Bound will be Friday

[EDGER&TIMES

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Fri
dayfrom 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured
will be Jeff Prater and The Erwins. Items will be taken for
Need Line. For more information call Joe Lawrence at 7535643, Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666
or e-mail glory-bound0Photmail.com

FUN & FASHION
By D.K. Kelley
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Shrine Club Bingo on Friday
Murray Shrine Club Bingo will be Friday at the club building on Ky. 121 North. Doors will open at 5 p.m. with Bingo
starting at 6:30 p.m.

Reformers Unanimous to meet
Mother's Or, is Sunday We're celeb“ting morn's everywhere with a small
stotewuk kak - 20% off • plus were go,tog .1% a)a SIO0 gift certificate
We have some great gift ideas for your
mom or a special Inend
New jewelry is here with more on the
way. costume and sterling silver
Bnghton' has some really Rice pieces of
Jewelry as will as sanity Items T112Ir
SS Male., and leather goods are always
('ate new flip flops in zebra and giraffe
pints hare arnved
Nisen Morgan is a wonderful bath and
body line with ISSO 1.1111110US fragrances
your slums is sure to love
New fashions are still arming dady check out the new skirt and top front
Bushy,acker
More Lauren Vidal pants and capn.s
have arrived These are out favorite pant
They are Sir slimming and can be worn
year round -- fast wash and wear — petted for uaseling They can be dressed up
or down
Be sure to do something special for
your mother this Sunday
I know how much i appreciate my
mother and how much she does tor me I
know you all led the same
Quote of the Week 'She is a Mend
when I'm alone She is a listener when I
need to talk, always there to his, away
my tears without worries tor herself My
mother is loves best example — Lilt
Douglas from Woman's World Magazine
Ita, tuned is, neai veil's tan 6
Fathwn report
1,XLE — Thursday Friday and
Saturday Ott It'

Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program,
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

TOPS
Photo provided

GENEALOGICAL MEETING: Calloway County Genealogical Society met May 2 at the
Murray State University Pogue Library to learn of all the sources available. Dr. Ernie Rob
Bailey discussed the materials and their location. Standing from left, Clyde Tidwell, Carl
Dalton, James Hooper, Becky Jo Jones, Nancy Hale, Gail McCuiston, Dixie Hopkins, Joyce
Boyd, Joyce McKenzie. Shirley Brown and Jean Murdock. Seated from lett, Carolyn Tidweli,
Joan Morris, Ann Roberts, William Roberts, Donald Heath and Dr. Bailey,

Health Coverage
Made Easy.
kit Orr*Mb Corn.be
individuals without Group Coverage
independent Contractors
Dependents and Students
COBRA/Alternative
Self-Employed
Small Businesses
Solutions with choices are easy lust call

Robert 13111Ington Jr.
270-753-4751

40mcar
305 South

12th
Murray. KY • 753-7441
www.dk-kolloy.com

Pertn-OMM as,
his11110 MOIR iv

Anthem*"

Nelson will present
recital at MSU Monday
Kristen Nelson, senior at
Marshall County High School.
will be featured in a piano
recital on Monday at 7 p.m.
The recital is free, open to
the public and will take place
at Murray State University in
the performing arts hall
Nelson will be performing
works by Chopin. Sibelius and
Khatchaturian.
A student of Murray piano
teacher, Ellie Brown, Nelson
is the daughter of Ronnie and
Mary Ellen Nelson of Benton.
She is an active member of
New Bethel Baptist Church
where she plays piano for services regularly.
Nelson will be attending
University's
State
Murray
School of Nursing in the fall.

UNDERAGE DRINKING LAWS
WHAT MEND SHOULD ILN.Q.W.;

IWO

Don't be
a party to
cenaFt!

Ii tnkitiyu
It's against
the law.

ioovoto of Lh

rec Action Alliance

the Ohio Department of
Alcohol and Drug Addiction Services
Aupportfrom

and,.ammo, be ...dot ahem, on an,
Pre 4,,..", 4//aini

fin.,P-

•As a parent, you cannot give alcohol to your teen's friends
itnder the age 01 21 under any circumstance, even in SIM, own
home. even with their parent..permission
• You cannot knowingly allow a person under 21, other than
your own child. to remain in 'Oat home or cm yout property
while consuming or possessing alcohol

It 1.01. MAK DK LAIC
• You can face a maromum sentence of

12 months in tail and/of

a 5500 fine
• Others can sue you if you give alcohol to anyone under 21.
and they, in turn, hurt someone, hurt themselves or damage
property
• Officers can take any alcohol money or ptoperty used in
committing the offense

THINGS 1:01 CAN VD ta5 A MEM;
• Refuse to supply alvohol to anyone under 21
• Be at home when your teen has a party
• Make sure that alcohol is not brought into your home or
property ivy your teen's friends
• Talk to other parents about not providing alcohol at other
events your child .11 be attending
• Create alcohol-free opportunities and activities in your home
sir teens will feel welcome
• Report underage drinking to local law enforcement

762-7332
us DEPARIlleg OF ifAITH gg HUAlki SEAMS
It Sinsiaxtlesearolkie Het Sento rdrortarair
Carlotta Slate ktse Poona

'Baby Expo' planned Thursday
"Baby Expo," formerly known as "World's Biggest Baby
Shower." will be Thursday from 4:30 to 7 p.m. at Murray
State University Cums Center on Chestnut Street. This will
include exhibits, information booths, door prizes, refreshments
and lots of freebies. For more information call Murray Family Resource Youth Service Center at 759-9592, Calloway County Family Resource Center at 762-7333, Head Start at 7536031 or Little Lakers Family Resource Center at 762-7410.

SS representative

will be at the Calloway
from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30
For more information call
Mayfield office at 1-270-

I
:

R

Tiger Club plans promotion
Murray Tiger Quarterback Club will have a rebate day all
day on Thursday at Captain D's. Customers are asked to tell
the cashier they are there for the club.

MHS Club will meet
Murray High School Quarterback Club will meet today at
5:15 at the high school to plan the 2009 Golf Tournament. All
parents and boosters are encouraged to attend.

Spanish Class scheduled
Kristen Nelson

r

CHECK
US OUT
ON THE
WEB
AT
N.murrayledger.com

Conversational Business Spanish Class will be offered in
June at the Calloway County Public Library. For more information call Sarah Loveless at 1-270-339-8772.
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Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m. and
Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church.
For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.

CCHS Class of 1988 plans event
Calloway County High School Class of 1988 will have its
reunion this summer. Any class member who has not been
contacted by mail is encouraged to e-mail cstubblefield4wk.net
in order to receive an invitation by Monday.

Jessica Wilburn

761-1

Calloway County Alliance
for Substance Abuse Prevention

at library

A Social Security representative
County Public Library on Thursday
p.m. He will assist in filing claims.
toll free at 1 -8(X)-772-12l3 or the
247-8095

(0

105 North (1111 S-Ureet • N1 tirr.1%,

www.CCaSap.COM

al

Chapter will meet
Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469
will meet Thursday at 5:15 p.m in the annex of Calloway
Public Library. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at
753-7129 or 210-4173.
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Howard and Moore

Joey and Sharon Olson of Benton, announce the engagement
of their daughter, Amanda Elaine Olson, to Joshua Warren
Schecter. SOF of Marc Schecter and Janet Essary of Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Jim and Anna Ross
and the late Joseph and Ruth Olson, all of Benton.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Jackie Newberry and
'Janice Krizan of Murray and Arthur Schecter of Marietta, Ga..
and Estelle Lilienstein of Deerfield Beach. Fla.
Miss Olson is a 2002 graduate of Marshall County High
School and is employed by Primary Care Medical Center.
Mr. Scheeler is a 2(8)1 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is employed by Steele and Allbritten.
The wedding will be Saturday. June 28, 2008, at 2 p.m. at
the Murray Woman's Club house.
All relatives and friends are invited.

club buildwith Bingo

Mr. and Mrs. Landon Flexter

Floyd Glenn Howard of Lynnville and Dr. John Ray and
Mrs. Mary Jane Bright of Murray announce the engagement
of their daughter. Jennifer Lynn Howard. to Escum Lionel
Moore. III, son of Mr. and Mrs. Escum Lionel Moore. Jr. of
Lexington.
Miss Howard is the granddaughter of Mrs. Edna Elizabeth
Howard and the late Robert Earl Howard of Lynnville and the
late Leonard and Geraldine Wells of [owes.
Mr. Moore is the grandson of Mrs. Edna Mason Gregory
and the late Starling Stone Gregory and the late Dr. and Mrs.
Escum Lionel Moore, all of Lexington.
The bride-elect is a 2000 graduate of Centre College.
Danville. where she was a member of the Delta Delta Delta
fraternity. She is a 2003 graduate of the University of Kentucky College of Law and is an associate with the law firm
of Wyatt, Tarrant & Combs. LLP.
The groom-elect is a 1999 graduate of Centre College where
he was a member of the Beta Theta Pi fraternity. He is a
2002 graduate of the University of Kentucky College of Law
and is a partner with the law firm of Savage, Elliott. Houlihan. Moore, Mullins and Skidmore, LLP.
The wedding is planned for July 26, 2008. at Walnut Hill
Church in Lexington.

ins program,
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Suzanne Glisson of Symsonia and Landon Flexter of Chauncy.
III., were married Saturday. March IS. 2(8)8. at Goshen United Methodist Church, Murray.
The bride is the daughter of Bill and Phylesia Glisson of
Symsonia.
The groom is the son of Kevin and Deborah Flexter of
Chauncy, Ill.
Rev. Joe Ed Smith of Friendship Baptist Church officiated
at the ceremony. Beth Stallins and Melissa Cook were readers.
Jennifer Pentecost of Louisville was matron of honor and
Maria Ratliff of St. Louis, Mo., was maid of honor.
Bridesmaids were Kay Rule and Allison Burke of Murray
and Lindsey Sechnest of Lawrenceville. III.
Gary Rodgers of Noble, Ill.. and Brett Compton of Mattoon
Ill., were best men.
Groomsmen were Josh Mills of Robinson, Ill.. Adam Glisson of Symsonia and Carter Steffey of Flat Rock. Ill.
Ushers were Matt Roark and Grant Embry.
Grace Flexter of Oblong, III., was flower girl and Garrett
Hester of Oblong was ring bearer.
Personal coordinator was Tabitha Devine and guest book
attendant was Jana Mushrush.
A reception followed in the Family Life Center of Goshen
Church.
The bride received her bachelor's degree from Murray State
University and is a dispatcher for Paschall Truck Lines, Murray.
The groom received his bachelor's degree from Murray State
University and is now U.K. Agriculture and Natural Resource
t Extension Agent of Livingston County. He plans to study for
his master's degree in the fall at MSU.
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Robertson and Adams
Joe Pat and Jo Beth Robertson of Murray announce the
'engagement of their daughter. Nancy Ellen Robertson, to Terry
'Scott Sdams, son of Terry and Susan Adams of Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Jim and June Norwood of Kirkscy and Ralph and Doris Robertson of Murray.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Jim and Barbara Crittendon and the late Charlie Snyder, and Bill and Mildred
'Adams. all of Murray.
Miss Robertson, a 2005 graduate of Calloway County High
School, is pursuing her bachelor's degree in business and marActing education at Murray State University. She is employed
by Pagliai's Pizza and Italian Restaurant, Murray.
Mr. Adams, a 2004 graduate of Calloway County High
School, is employed by Design, Etc. of Paducah.
An early June wedding is planned in Sandestin. Ha.
; A reception for the couple will be Sunday. June 22. 2(8)8,
from 2 to 4 p.m. in the Murray Room of the Regional Special Events Center. Murray State University.
All relatives and friends are invited.

Damon and Lyon
Jessica Ann Damon and John Thomas Lyon, both of Oxford.
Maine, announce their engagement.
Ms. Damon is the daughter of Genoveva M. Damon of
Manassas. Va., and Leland Damon of Norway. Maine.
Mr. Lyon is the son of Lori D. (Eldridge) and John W.
Lyon of Oxford. Maine. and the grandson of Thomas Junior
and Carmaleta Eldridge of Puryear. Tenn.
The bride-elect is a 2005 graduate of Oxford Hills Comprehensive High School. South Paris. Maine. and is employed by
Norway Savings Bank.
The groom-elect is a 2005 graduate of Oxford Hills Comprehensive High School and is employed by Pepsi-Cola. Inc.
An August wedding is planned.

IF YOU HAVEAN EVENT YOU'D ME TO ANNOUNCE
CALL USAT 153-1916
---a

Coming Soon...
01(u-P-areallowag Coaeff
June 3rd-7th
$10 General Admission
FREE Carnival Rides & Grandstand Event
Visit MCCFAIR.COM for details
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Mr. and Mrs. Joe Canady
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Canady of Panama City, Fla.. celebrated
their 50th wedding anniversary on Monday. May 5.
Mrs. Canady. the former Hilda Garland, is the daughter of
the late Elzie and Esther Garland.
Mr. Canady is the son of the late Johnson and Gaynell
Canady.
The couple celebrated their anniversary in Atlanta. Ga., with
their three children, Joseph Canady of Texas, Johnnie Canady
of Panama City. Fla.. and Kim Canady of Atlanta.

THTSSENTIAL DAY PA
1309 JOHNSON BLVI
270-767.0760 I ethmurray.,,m,

nurture mom head-to-soul.
ve her our finest Mother's Day package including.
One Aroma Steam • Customized Facial
Deluxe Manicure • Deluxe Pedicure

Only ;100
Or enhance her day with a gift card.
Mother's Day
is May I I:
Call today.
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Argo completes boot camp

Photo provided
CHECK PRESENTATION: Andres Ferreyra, left, leader fo
Cub Scout Pack 57, receives a check from Glenn Hughes,
secretary of Kiwanis Club of Murray. The Kiwanis Club is the
chartering organization for Cub Scout Pack 57. For more
information on Kiwanis, contact Brenda Call, 753-7870.

Murray High School Class
of 1988 plans reunion
The Murray High School
class of 1988 is currently making plans for a 20-year reunion.
All class members should email their contact information

to
David
McDowell
at
david.mcdowell@ murray.kysch
ools.us or by visiting the alumni-reunion section of the Murray City Schools web page.

Pfc. Randall Argo. son of
Kathy and Joe McKendree of
Murray and Kenneth Argo of
Florida, completed boot camp
at Marine Corps Recruit Depot.
Parris Island, S.C. on April 18.
He successfully completed
12 weeks of training designed
to challenge new Marine
recruits both physically and
mentally. He and his fellow
recruits began their training
each day at 4 a.m, by running three miles and performing calisthenics.
In addition to the physical
conditioning program. Argo
spent numerous hours in classroom and field assignments,
which included learning first
aid, uniform regulations, combat water survival, marksmanship. hand-to-hand combat and
assorted weapons traMing. They
perlomied close order drill and
operated as a small infantryunit during field training.
He also received instructions on the Marine Corps'
core values, honor, courage and
commitment, and what the
words mean in guiding personal and professional conduct.
They ended the training phase

Pfc. Randall Argo
with the Crucible, a 54 hour
team effort and problem solving evolution.
After graduation from Parris Island, he will be stationed
at Camp Lejeune. NC., for
four weeks of combat training, followed by six weeks of
additional training.
Pfc. Argo is a 2003 graduate of Calloway County High
School.

Spring fundraiser scheduled by Music Department
The Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will hold
"Mayfest." a spring fundraiser.

Tuesday. May 20, at 6:30 p.m.
at the club house on Vine St.
The annual fundraiser by

the department will feature I
combination dinner and entertainment. all provided by mem

Photo provided
Kathy Mowery is pictured directing the Chorus of the Music Department of the Murray
Woman's Club which will perform at "Mayfest," a spring fundraiser on May 20.
• '•

•

•

•

•

•

• •

•

tiers of the department. A
casserole, salad, drink, bread,
and dessert will be served for
donation.
The entertainment will feature the department's musicians.
The chorus, various ensembles.
and piano duets will highlight
the event. Drawings for door
prizes will be held throughout
the evening.
The department has hosted a number of different types
of fundraisers over the years
for the purpose of supporting
music scholarships for deserving sophomores at Murray State
university, as well as for contests for the public school students. "Over the years, we have
given thousands of dollars in
scholarships to young people for
continuation of their studies,"
noted a member of the club.
To make a reservation, call
759-2245 or 753-4446.

Photo provided
Pictured is Phyllis Miller of Murray standing beside the quilt for
which she won first place.

Murray Quilter takes top
honors at the Grand
Rivers Quilt Show
GRAND RIVERS, KY. -Grand Rivers welcomed over
1,500 visitors from 35 States
and four countries to the 10th
annual Grand Rivers Festival
and Quilt Show.
The show was held April
23-26 at the Grand Rivers
Senior/Community Center.
Viewer's Choice Awards
were given for the top three
quilts and top three wall hangings.
Phyllis Miller of Murray won

both first place in the Viewers Choice Quilt Category and
second place in the Viewers
Choice
Quilt people's choice winners were Phyllis Miller, first.
Bobbe Green, Paducah, second. and Linda Smith, Grand
Rivers, third.
Wall hanging winners were
Bobbe Green, first. Phyllis
Miller, second, and
Pam
Heavrin. Paducah. third.

.nnot117cernenis
Aubrey Leigh Naber
Mr. and Mrs. Casey Jon Naber of Stonecrest Drive. Almo,
are the parents of a daughter, Aubrey Leigh Naber, born on
Tuesday. April 22. 2008. at 5:46 pm. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed 7 pounds 9 ounces and measured 20
inches. A sister is Sydney Elizabeth Naber. The mother is the
former Jessica Leigh Cherry.
Grandparents are Jim and Chnsta Cherry of Arlington and
Kathy Naber and the late Mick Naber of Versailles.

A New Way to Play!
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Friday, May 9th
through

Thursday, May 15th
•

Featuring 150 Unique and Gorgeous Monogrammed Products
Priced from $14-$300.
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Free Monogramming
During the Trunk Show!

CASHBALL $1 WAGER
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Giftsfor the home, the sports enthusiast, the man in your life,
children, the office, the traveler, the hunter, weddings,
graduations, etc.
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Now choose 2 plays for $1:
Get 2chances to win exi.
up to $100,000
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1 play for $1: Get 1 chance
to win up to $200,000
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Health
Challenge helps
students lose weight
By NATALIE JORDAN
The Daily News
BOWLING GREEN, Ky
(AP) — On a whim, a friendly
competition was waged in
Suzanne ('red-White's Warren
Central High School math class
a challenge to stop eating fast
food, pizza and sweets and to
stop drinking carbonated beverages.
And out of 55 students —
and seven months later -- four
are left standing.
Combined, seniors Christine
Porter, Jamie Booth, Danielle
Curran, all 18, and Jason Styles,
17, lost about 70 pounds, CecilWhite said.
"It was hard. I used to eat fast
food all the time because it was
easy, cheap and convenient,"
Porter said."A lot of people didn't think I could do it. I was the
fast-food monster."
The competition started after
the class watched "Super Size
Me," a documentary about bow
fast food impacts a healthy person's body. Porter said watching
the movie "killed" her, because
she didn't know fast food was
that bad.
"I had no idea fast food had
such an impact," Booth said.
But before watching the
Photo provided movie, which helped spawn the
TEACHER APPRECIATION: FBLA parents and club members recently hosted a special day competition, a class activity led
for all Caltoway County High School teachers as part of Teacher Appreciation Week Parents to it all. Cecil-White said the
brought in delicious treats while local massage therapist, Martha Hodges, provided c, ipli- students were conducting a stamentary massages for all teachers.
tistical analysis of the nutrition

"It was challenging, but .1
at fast food restaurants, such as
Burger King and Hardee's, ana- knew I could do it," Curran said
lyzing the fats, proteins and "And it got easier."
Although friends and some
other nutritional information
and how it would affect a family members tried to dissuade the students' mission to
healthy diet.
"It was in our book," Cecil- stick to the rules of the competiWhite said "One of the activi- tion, the students stuck it out
ties in the book was called with some motivation.
"The initial goal was to beat
Eating on the Run. I just took it
a step further --- took what was Ms. White," said Porter, whose
in the book and built on it a little mom encouraged her to stick
the whole goal of the with the competition, even after
bit
activity in the book was for them Cecil-White quit.
to practice using data."
To add an extra oomph to
From there, the students their dedication, Total Fitness
accepted the challenge --- with Connection has donated threeCecil-White joining in — mak- month gym memberships to the
ing a list of fast food restaurants four students. And Styles is
at which they could not eat. excited about that.
"Me and my brother always
Week after week, the students
would drop out, she said. Then wanted to work out together," he
there would be a period where said. "Now I can join him at the
students were sticking to the gym."
challenge, she said.
Although it was never
So, pizza was added to the thought of as a diet, the compelist, then carbonated drinks, tition turned into a really good
which was the hardest pan for one as the students took baby
steps to shed the pounds, CecilCurnm
"I had to have a Coke every White said. The students agreed
they are proud of themselves.
morning," Curran said.
"I feel better," Styles said. "I
After Christmas, sweets were
added to the forbidden list, "arid have more energy."
Cecil-White said she never
that's when i dropped out,"
imagined the competition would
Cecil-White said.
Cecil-White said she thought turn into a life change. She said
the competition would be over she is amazed at how committed
in a month, since fast food is key the students have been.
"I feel good." Booth said.
to so many of the students' diets.
but for the four remaining, that "And 1 didn't do anything but
stop eating fast food."
wa.sn't the case.

Health, happiness index created
AP) -WASHINGTON
Staying healthy and happy is a
struggle for about half of
Americans, according to a massive survey that attempts to
measure the nation's general
welfare, much like the Dow
Jones Industrial Average portrays the health of the stock market
Gallup-Healthways
The
Well-Being Index, based on
Interviews of more than 100,000
people so far, shows that 47 percent of Amencans are struggling
and 4 percent are suffering.
Forty-nine percent of respondents are reported to be thriving
based on a personal assessment
of how they feel about their lives
at the time of the survey, and
where they think they'll be in
five years
Pollsters asked people to
imagine where they would put
themselves on a ladder with 10
steps. Those said they were on
step seven or above are listed as
thnving. Those at four or below
are suffering. In between are the
strugglers
Those who are thriving tend
to have higher incomes, more
education and less illness. Those
who are suffering have trouble

meeting their basic needs, brought in by Gallup to discuss
including food, shelter and med- the potential uses for the data
ical care. said James Harter, "What is the experience of the
Gallup's chief scientist for weekend" What is the experiworkplace management and ence of the weekday for someone who is sick and has to go to
well-being.
Just as the U.S is not No. I wort in the morning? We arc
when it comes to health meas- going to leant a great deal about
ures, it also is not No. I in well- what are the determinants of
being, he said. For example, 83 actual happiness"
Dr. Julie Gerberding, director
percent of the residents of
Denmark are classified as thriv- of the federal Centers for
ing versus 1 percent who are Disease Control and Prevention.
noted that the United States
suffering_
Researchers hope the find- invests more on health care than
ings, which can he broken down any country, but that its health
by occupation, commute time care system ranks 37th.
"That doesn't sound like
and exercise habits, will help
employers better understand we're getting the best value
what they can do to create hap- from the investment we're makmg." Gerberding said. "That
pier and healthier workers.
Eventually, they said, the fundamentally is something we
data could even be used to com- as a nation are waking up to."
The research has implications
pare health and happiness by
for employers who want to stay
ZIP code, creating quite a meas
unng stick for future genera- on top of problems confronting a
particular work force.
tions of politicians.
The suney shows that manu"There's never been anything
quite like it," said Daniel facturing or transportation
Kahneman, a Nobel Prize win- workers are most likely to report
a negative work environment -ner in economic sciences.
"You're getting details about 29 percent. Those who report a
what it's like to live in this coun- negative work environment tend
Kahneman, a to miss more days of wort. A
try," said
Princeton University professor worker with up to three chronic

conditions and a negative work
environment will miss an average of 66 more days of work a
year than a similar worker who
likes his Of her wort environment, the survey found.
The survey said a negative
work environment includes job
dissatisfaction, an authoritative
boss, lack of trust and lack of
focus on individual strengths.
Among all workers, twothirds reported one or more
chronic diseases or recurring
conditions. More than a quarter
reported back or neck problems;
23 percent cited high cholesterol
and 22 percent had high blood
piessure. More than one in 10
said they suffered from depresNearly two-thirds of workers
reported body mass indexes
indicating they could be obese
or overweight.
Healthways, which works
with companies to improve the
health of workers, partnered
with Gallup to pay for the sur
vey.
The cost of maintaining the
index is projected at more than
$20 million annually. More than
1,000 are being interviewed
daily.
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Advertisement:

CAN YOU HEAR BUT DON'T
UNDERSTAND WORDS?
A tree otter of special interest to those who hear but do
urideregrid words has been announced by Bettor* A
opeiaeN model of the smallest Beltcne aid ot its kind will be
alesoiaiely tree to anyone who sends for this free model now
Send tor Wes mode punt on and wear in the emery 01 your on
home It will show you how tiny heanng help can be It is not a re,
hearing aid and it's yours to keep free The actual aid weighs Jess
lhan an eighth ot an ounce arid Its all at ear level in one unit
These models are tree so we suggest you write tor yours now
Again, we repeat, there is no met and certainly no obligation All
hearing problems are not alrke and some cannot be helped by A
heanng aid but many can So send for your tree model now
Thousands have already been delivered so be side to write to
Paducah Hearing Aid Service 918 Broadway. P.O Box 2426

DaySp
Tasty 9 oz. RI
Steak Dinner
with Dessert

Paducah, KY 42002
NAME

Cal today to fond out more about a competitive
alternative to other savings ptans a fixed annuity from
Woodmen of the World
•Competmve interest rates
•Earnings compound tax deferred
•No taxes until withdrawal

Only$10_•99
c4*t,A4/ Witeden e Vaf ktehm Ne

_ —

ADDRESS

GREG 11tAV1Sk.eidger A Timet
NATIONAL NURSING HOME WEEK: Murray Mayor Tom
Rushing, front right, and Calloway County Judge-Executive
Larry Elkins, front left, signed a proclamation Thursday proclaiming the week of May 11 as National Nursing Home Week
in Murray and Calloway County. In signing the proclamation,
the officials urged residents to join with the American Health
Care Association in observing the week. Also pictured, back
row from left, are, JoAnne Thomas, activity director at Spring
Creek Health Care; Lade Young. activities assistant at Spring
Creek Health Care; Sandra Dick, administrator at Sprit*
Creek Health Care; and Missy Liles. activities assistant at
Spring Creek Health Care.

The rate interest rate* for April is 4.4%
•Ibts ree vanes rnonOilif but rs guaranteed to newer be less then Vin
Inquire about Wiwi rates lot IS veers
tgtw

ik

Reny NOW1101110
Ilhelle Crouse
Rid Representative Rata Reptiseentiallee
270-753-3422
110-753-4741
vierouseavassies.sei swerseomeauxiessaces
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'
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the hrst insertion of their ads Icy are
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be

responsible for only one incorrect
insertion My erne should be reported immediately so correciions can
be made
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$8.25 Column Inch, tre"i Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within Pay Period
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday iShopping Guido

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon lansifieds go into Smart ',aver)
Va)ail_111,:lrlarelittWa
/4:411111.1P.I.NMIMI

VIIMIT-Itotid2AM
Pm;

Ike*
Smirt Siva
Tugglat
Vetme*
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

I hippy Birthday
NOTICE
The City of Murray has the following Job opportunity.
POSITION:

Human Resources Coordinator

Overview of Duties:

Coordinates and maintains records regarding
employee information. Serves as liaison
between administration and employees.
Coordinates workers compensation and
liability incidents. Responsible for
compliance with applicable federal and
state laws.

'I•

This young lady with a great big smile ,
I
,AKis always willing to go the extra mile •
.
111
,Never afraid to get dirty,
•, today she is turning thirty"
, •
111/
She now works in Sparks Hall,
•
pick up the phone and give her a call
• L.:
•
. because she has a very big day
• on the seventh of MSS

.t HAPPY 30TH BIRTHDAY
STEPHANIE!!
•

Department:

Educational Requirements: Bachelor's degree in Human Resources/
Business or Public Administration (or other
related field) supplemented by two years
related work experience.
POSITION ADVERTISED IS FOR FULL TIME EMPLOYMENT
City' of Murray benefit package includes
health insurance, life insurance, state rehrernent plan,
wellness plan, sick, vacation and personal days.

I*tar F041,
Your Foxily

;•

Administration

V
010

LOS
Neese

Legal
NotIM

Murray State University iri accepting bids from qualified contractors for a parking lot at Faculty Hall
Project, on the campus of Murray State University
There will be a pre-bid conference at 9:00 a.m.. May
13, 2008 Bide will open May 20. 2008 at 2:00 pm.
Contractors rimy receive a copy of the bid advertisement by contacting Steven Stapleton 1270! 809-4099
and referencing CC-16IS-08.

lob applications and full job descriptions for the above listed position are
available at the City Clerk's office located in City Hall at 104 N. 5th
Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071. If you have questions concerning this
position, please contact the Personnel Office at 270-762-0330 ext. 103.
Applications can be obtained on-line at www.murrayky.goy and then
mailed to 104 N. 5th Street, Murray, KY 42071_
Deadline for accepting applications 500 p.m. Wednesday. May 14, 2008.
Drug screening will be required of successful applicant.
The City of Murray is an Equal Opportunity: Employer.

DAY shift and nigh
shift driver opening.
Must have clean driving record tor 3 years
and be dependable.
Apply at Pizza Pro 605
C South 12th. No
phone calls please!

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgereurn,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.corn
By default.
Murray and local Job
listings will appear on
this wehsite.
However, as a national
websne, not all listings
on the iolmetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you
NURSE Practitioner for
busy medical office.
Excellent benefits. No
weekends or holidays
Send
resumes to
Pennyrile
Family
Physicians.
Attn:
Human
Resources,
1724 Kenton Si., Suite
2A, Hopkinsville. KY
42240.

ADVERTISING SALES

mowing
BIDS
for
Bethel Cemetery are
being taken through
May 10, 2008. Send to
Judith
Lamb
543
Temple Hill Or. Almo,
KY 42020
ti-LOCK-IT Auction,
storage unit contents.
Units: A-4, A-5, A-11,
C-3, 0-14, E-2.

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned hereon
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

RIM Rantsif
WPM
Murray High
Booater Club
At Knights of Columbus
Squire Rd
6PM on the
1st Sat of the month

Slacking!
POND
Thum, 5/22! The Fish
Truck will be at SS in
Murray from 11:151200. 1-800-335-2007
0
wyny kyhshtruck corn

Western/
BEST
University Inn currently
hiring for desk position
and part time night
audit and housekeeping Apply in person
CDL drivers, dump
trucks 759-0501. 7531537
JANITORIAL opening,
Murray area, :Jit-time
with benefits. Fax
resume to 270-4440389

:MOM WILL LIVE IT
Give her a subscription to the
NURRAI

LEDGER&TIMES

I
[
I Rome Delivery
Local Mall
,
I 3 AO --USA
I 6 ma ---453.06 3 ma.-.-$35.00
I I yr.--$10$.110 6 ow -$6340
I yr..-.......$110.1111
Al Other Mal
Sabeaisdem
3 mo.-.47030 3 me.....---.$731 .00
ine.--$90.00 6 am --MIS
I yr.---$120.110 I yr. .....
Rest of KY/TN
Marta Cassissasi

Cheek

Money Order

Visa

M/C

The Murray Ledger St Times is currently
accepting resumes for the position of
Advertising
Sales
Representative.
Responsibilities for this position include servicing established accounts, developing adver-i
tising plans and developing new accounts in
Murray and surrounding areas. You must enjoy
working with the public and be self-motivated.
Prior sales experience is required. Degree in
Advertising, Marketing, or Public Relations
preferred, but not required. Salary will be
based on education and sales experience.
holidays and vacation. health and dental
plans, salary plus commission, are all part of
an excellent benefit package.
Paid

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-Z
Murray, KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer
Entry-Laval Network Administrator
ihis is a full-time position. We are looking tor
an inoividual who is a tenon player, &two chatienges. can adapt to change in a fast paced
environment and is sectinty minded. Excellent
opportunity. Successful candidate wit be
expected to hold an industry certification.
Duties include: Troubleshooting and logging PC,
server, pnnter and network issues. Provide and
document solutions in Trackit software.
Responsible for network backup. Supporting
end-users on web-based application. Act as a
backup 'or Help Desk staff Provide excellent
customer service to internal customers
Must be able to be on call and work overtime
as protects demand. Knowledge of Windows
2003 Server, Windows 2000 and XP, Backup
Exec software Other duties assigned by
manager Interested applicants may email their
resume along with salary requirements to
techiobsOcfsvcs.com

GlenDi Inc.
MURRAY, KY
Taktrastatikattombr
Full/Part time drivers with a Class A CDL.
Must have a good driving record, 23 yrs. of
age and 2 years experience.
Earn up to .41 pm.
Good home time.
Paid HolidaysNacations
Health Ins and Retirement Plan

PI•ase cell 270-759-5540

Name

Monday thru Friday
9 AM 4 PM
Also, needing
Owner Operators

I St Address
I
City
I State

Zip

I Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
(Sr roll (270) 753.1916

eiseeeNEE,IDI.Eaceeee.
SALES litOPLE FOB Locat 'ADVEIVIIS/NG CANIVA
• • NAT 8E FBIENBLY:ANRouTo*G.
Witt)ram-but'sat experientereComer neon
. Stine tesu 0, to NoteritiOts.Ptos
.832 H.129i6t *4: 1
Hurray:0

aio7i

Britthaven of Benton now has a full-rime position for an experienced cook for nursing home
environment. Must be able to work days, afternoons and weekends. Apply in person at
Bnithaven of Benton 2607 Main Street Benton,
KY No phone calls please EOE/AAE

HelpOseir/Tecletieel Administrative Assistant
This is a full-time position. We are looking for
an individual who is a team player, emoys
challenges and car, adapt to change. Excellent
opportunrhi. Duties include:Taking,trouleshooting and logging customer calls. Provide and
document solutions. Assist with training.
Knowledge of 1E7. Office 2003 and 2007,
Outlook. Windows XP and Vista.Create purchase orders, maintain contract sheets, kzed
assets Must be abbe to be on call and work
over-time as prefects demand Other duties as
assigned by manager Interested applicants
may email their resume along with salary
requirements to : techCbsOcfsvcs com

MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNOLOGIST
Murray Calloway County Hospital is pleased to
announce an opportunity for a Medicai
Technologist Medical Technologist will perfemi
test procedures and interprets results that
include but are not limited to Microbiology.
Blood Bank. Chemistry and Hematology. Must
be a graduate of accredited school of Medical
Technology. Licensure in State of Kentucky
New Graduates are welcome to aoply. MCCH
offers a comprehensive compensation and
excellent benefit package
Sena resume to
Human Resources
Murray Calloway County Hospital
803 Poplar Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
Fax: 270-762-1905
e-mail OfoleyOmurrayhospital org
Apply on-line: wevemurrayhospital org
EOE

Therapist
needed for a 'Therapeutic Foster Care Agency
Must have a Master's degree in a human .ervs es
along with a valid Mental Health Practitioner',
License Job duues include but are not limited to.
providing individual therapy, providing group therapy. participating in treatment planning, maintaining
docunientation related to therapy sessions, and consulting with foster parent, regarding behaviors ill
youth Salary will be based on expenence and credential, Our employee benefit package offers the
opportunity to participate in medical, dental. vision
and lite insurance. 40Ik and cafetena plan
Rosanna should ht admitted to the attention 01
Rhonda Riley by fax 270-898-1187 or b.: mail to
125 Eagle Nest Drive, Paducah, K1' 42003
NPC,0 11 an

Equal(1pparnoutv Ernplos,

DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be lust the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available.
Apply at:
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
DRIVERS: A steady
lifestyle! Top pay, great
benefits! No experience'? No problem!
Werner Enterprises
ext.
800-346-2818
150.
FULL time position,
staff accountant, experience preferred. Apply
to: Resume, PO. Box
Mayfield,
KY
949
42066.
FULL-TIME Customer
Support
Representatives nee(led. CSRs provide
phone support tor
PowerClaim line of
solutions 1 year wt.
loge required
Health/life/dental
insurance, 18 paid
days off/year, retire
'Tient Email resumes
to canchce@powerclaim corn

PAINTERS Need a
minimun 3 years paint
irig experience for work
in Murray. For interview
call 931-436-5353

PROGRAMMER ANALYST. Information
Systems Department.
Murray State
University. Full-time,
entry level, non-tenure
track position to begin
May/June 2008

Qualifications;
Bachelor's degree in
computer science or
related field preferred.
consideration will be
given to candidates
with extensive related
expenence
Knowledge of applications programming,
systems analysis, relational databases, and
programming support
functions is a prerequisite. Expenenc.e with
SQL is required.
Experience with
PUSOL. Oracle
Stored procedures,
and Oracle
Development tools
preferred_ Must possess strong interpersonal skills (both wntton and verbal).

Etesoonalizililloc

Under direction of
Manager,
Administrative
Computing, provide
FULL-TIME custodian
systems development,
for
large
Murray
assist in the support
Church Duties include
and implementation of
general cleaning and
SunGard Banner E(40,
maintenance
plus
and perform all duties
sound system operaassociated with the
tions for church services Weekend hours. support of University
administrative applicaheavy !Ming and background
check
are
tions- BOOliCalgel
required. Send resume
I>B11001.; May 9?.
with references to: 2008. LOAMY;
Send cover letter,
Custodian, P.O. Box
resume, and three cur1040-K. Murray, KY
rent professional refer42971
ences to Chair,
LOCAL
insurance
Programme,Analyst
agency has opening
Search Comm:Mee.
for a PT position 15-20
Administrative
hours pm week. Would
Computing,
prefer student working
Information Systems,
toward
Associate
Murray Slate
Degree in business or
University, 112 I& T
having business coursBuilding, Murray, KY
es in high school This
42071-3347 or tax to
is a year around posi1270) 809-3465.
tion Send resurne to
Women and minonties
PO
Box
1340-A,
are encouraged to
Murray, KY 42071
apply Murray State
NETWORK TECHNIUniversity is an equal
CIANITELECONVEReducation and employENCING CENTER
ment opponunity,
DIRECTOR. Murray
M/F/Da AA employer.
State University Fulltime position with benefits Bachelor's
PT
maintenance,
degree in computer
View
Forrest
related held required
Apartments.
Call
Must have one year
between 2-4 pm, Monexpenence in current
Fri 270-753-1970.
operation systems
SECRETARY/BOOKK
(Linux and Windows),
EEPER, construction
TCP/IP networking.
and or trucking indusMicrosoft Active
try
arid plus Send
Directory Additional
resume to: P.O. Box
college exchanged for
816, Murray
expenence requirement. Salary $17 36
SONIC of Murray Is
oer hour. Click on
looking for axpriel•
'Employment" at
*need
Restaurant
wen., murraystate edu
Manager. Pay rate
for additional informaand
benefits will
tion Request applicadepend on experition at 270-809-2147
ence. Please send
or apply E4 Human
resume
to:
Resources, Murray
Restaurant Manager,
State Unwersity, 404
1542 Caldwell Rd,
Sparks Hall, Murray.
Murray, KY 42071.
KY 42071-3312
Steven G. Sacora,
WomerVmlnorities
CPA/CFP Firm seeks
encouraged to apply
CPA Benefits include
EEO. WF/D, AA
4-day work week.
emplo
Email resume to
NOW hiring Days Inn
steve0sacora.com
front desk Apply in
TOM'S Grille now hirperson only 517 S. ing for all
positions12th St. Murray
servers, cashiers &

NOW teidng applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
to person at Sonic
Drive-1n, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
OTR dnvers needed.
Competitive
wages
ana benefits Home
every 2 weeks Must
have Class A CDL with
minimum 3 years OTR
experience.
Clean
MVIR !800)468-6087

Working couple seeks
full-time in-house sitter/nanny for 8 month
old baby Hours are
approximately
7 30AM-4'30PM
Monday-Friday Wage
is negotiable If interested, please call 270293-4479 after 5PM

salad prep. Apply in
person 1501 N. 12th
St
WORK from home!
Incorporated 500 company. No sales, not
mlm. (270)804-5648.

GET THIS
1 X1
AD FOR
$75.00
A MONTH
753-1916

CLEANING houses. 20
years experience.
270-759-9553
HOME cleaning
services. 227-7129
If you would like a
"weekly house cleaning, please call me.
(270)767-1636
WILL clean
houses/offices. Please
call (2701293-5806.
Compilers
MOM COMPUTERS
ServiceiSales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235.
227-6004
BUYING old US Coin
collections. Paying
Blue Book value. 2936999
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 5t9 S. 12th,
Murray

Midas
For SIM
BOWFLEX ultimate 2
$1,000- 293-5662
BRAND new washer
and dryer. 2 year warranty. $750 or best
offer. Call
270-978-1410
CONSEW commercial
sewing machine, like
new. $475
Serger
$125 See at Singers
For into call 436-5610
ETHAN Allan hutch. 4
ladder back chairs,
shower curtain
753.5395.
HO Tee/visions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions
Flat screen Plasma &
(CDs Rear Promehon
also
LG. Toshiba,
Hitachi & Sony We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901

v

-ate 'Great

'

cp,f; •

"AHISQ-Acr38
HOT Spring
SpaSovereign Model II, 9
months old. with cover
and steps, water feature, massage lets.
lights, seats 6. $5,500
270-210-3237KR- Keith's Lawn and
Tractor
Parts and
Service 759-9831
STAINLESS -4 Ixiinei
gas
grill,
cherry
armoire, $175 each
obo after 5pm. 7590997
WASHER & dryer
$125.
Come by 709 Riley Cl.

CLASSIFIEDS
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Midis
For Sate
sale
House windows- double hung with screens.
french
door
with
REMODELING

screen,

garden

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
Size Units
Available
•Now Have
Climate Control

tub

753-3853

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

1 or 2 BR apartments.
No pets? Please leave
message
270-7531970

(270) 753-1713

Need furniture'
We sell new & used

MAIN ST.
FURNISHINGS
1407 Main

761-7653
180

Lam & Berdsn
Japanese maples & fig
trees tor sale. Many
varieties and sizes
available. 128 Geunn
Rd., Murray. 270-2939966

JD 600 Hiboys $3,500.
JD 6000 Hicycles
$7,500.
Tobacco
sticks,
.15
each.
(502)550-4080
Homes For Sale]
LIQUIDATION Sale
All 2006 Homes Mus
Gol
Unbelievable Deals.
Only
4 left
Save
Thousands!! Cali now
731-584-9429
***OWNER
Finance1 acre, 3BR 2BA,
$3,950 down, $495
month 2220 Wrather
Road Call Bonnie
Byerly Broker 270752-0729

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.

28R& 3BR apartments
available. Great location 1 year lease. 1
month deposit. no
pets. 753-2905
3 & 4 BR townhouses.
$630-900 per month
No pets. Includes
washer/dryer,
oven/stove, dishwasher and refrigerator.
C/H/A. Utilities not
included. Meadowlark
Townhouses.
(270)348-0458
3 BR 1.5 BA duplex
C/H/A
appliances
Coleman RE 753-9898
3 BR, 2 BA all appliances. Available now.
Move in free days.
Coleman RE 7539898.
Cornerstone
Reidty & Rental
Rental Property &

Management
Services available
Call 761-7355

viww.lcomersionerealty corn

1983 Fairmont 14x70,
3-BR 1.5-BA, LR pull
out. Riviera Ct 51.
55,000-0130
7530250. 703-5804.

HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units.
Rent based on income.
Mobility
impairmeni
Phone
accessible

SPRING
SPECIAL.
Purchase
a
new
Clayton Home in the
month of April and
receive
NO
PAYMENTS FOR FOUR
MONTHS!! Call for
detail at 731-584-9429

Nice 2 BR trailer, no
pets. 753-9866.
[

Want To Rent

RESPONSIBLE long
term renters seek 2 BR
house.
QUIET,
CLEAN PET FRIENDLY, country or city, reasonable rent (270)
753-1495.

illa

rants For gent

384BR. 28A available
now,
appliarces.
Coleman RE 753-9898

FOR Sale or Lease.
3BR 2 Bath lakefront
properly with dock, 2
1/2 car garage. 270436-5258, 270-8737826

&

Thurs
10-12am. MD No.
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6056
SMALL 1BR, nonsmoking apt. upstairs,
water paid. available
now, no pets.
$260/mo. 753-5980
VERY clean 2 BR
upstairs duplex, smoke
free, no pets 414 N

1801, 1118191111MIT. 011.1111RATION OR ERTIIRR PROPTURTY111
ET MVO Are MILD MOM Oa ROO OF LOWE'S) M1300 MOW IA IN MURRAY, ITY

au

All sizes to
fit your needs
Located by
Froggy radio station
7

-

9 7 9-9

land, new carpet and paint. 641 North of
Murray on Charlie Miller Road. Great potential, needs some updates. Serious !Twines
only. 587,500.
Home: 753-7549 Cell: 873-9388

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266

Cell. (270) 293-4183
9 a m - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St Fit 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

MULTI-FAMILY
YARD SALE
1002
SOUTHWOOD DR
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
8:00-7
Home decor omens
woolens children's and
plus size clothing, some

MIL RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.
Corner or 12th, & Glendale
10X10 $25 10x15 $40
12701436-25U
(2701 293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
-Security alarmea
-Safe & clean
-We sell boxes'
-We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Mini
*Clim)aes Cs
^No L.DASte
207 South 7th St.

1,600 sq ft officer' retail
space
available.
$650/mo. 293-2098.
OFFICE or retail space
available Prime location 753-2905, 2931480
SMALL office or store
front at 500 Maple St.
Call Charlie McKinney
753-8964

furniture, hempz tanning
tabor, free water
lots of rnisc

one stop
Thurs, Fri & Sat
8-4
Householdfurniture,
microwave- Kitchensome antiques.
clothes- plus size

Murray Ledger IL Times Fat
Housing Ad Sedan
All real estate advertised herein
o subsets to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, wind, makes it
Illegal to advertise any preference, krrutation or
lion bawd
bared on race, color,
ses handicap, fill1111.11 SLiWS or national onion, or tramholt to make any such preferences, lirrutahorts or discrimina

3 BR, 2 BA with hardwood floors, newly
remodeled. 701 Broad
St. No pets. $500
monthly. 270-293-4602
4 BR, 2 BA. brick
newly
remodeled,
hardwood floors. Close
to MSU 1655 Ryan
Ave. No pets. $800
monthly. 270-293-4602

MOUNTAIN Cur squirrel dog pups. Parents
great hunters on site. 3
males, $275 3 females.
$325 270 210-9247
REGISTERED
Miniature Schnauzers
293-1482

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
150:3 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
WELSH CORGI
PUPPIES
489-2741

for trophy buck. Great
building site. Blacktop
frontage approximately
5-miles east of Hazel.
KY. Additional acreage
available. $270,000.
13181773-8406

1637 Miller Street
Murray, KY, Brick 3 BR
2 1/2 BA, sunroom
detached
garage
remodeled in 2002 lots
of storage space, wired
with CAT 5 wire for
high speed Internet
and networking connections, 2 blocks to
MSU campus
270559-4071.
3 BR, 1 BA house, i
block from Murray
State
campus.
Recently remodeled,
1,400 sq. ft hardwood
floors, double drive
$82.500.
ways
(502)387-6054
FOR sale by owner,
148 Edinborougn Dr.
West. 2200 sq ft. 31313,
2BA. new in 2004,
bonus room. 7591461.

non
State laws forbid dismminaboe
in the sale, rental Of advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law
Ir5V will knowingly accept any
advertising for real estate what
is not in violation of the law All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellinp advertised are
available on an equal opport,
ruts baSIS
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P Milam.1703160-1030

SPACE available
University Square
CENTURY 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors

DOG Obedience
436-2858

GREAT cattle/horse
farm w/creek bottom,
op quality land, small
wooded area. Fenced
w/great pasture, year
around water, 50,000
wfblo
uieo
:
shceAelbiieu
binnntdwpoa/n
dttnewn
y irtii ligdallif

[
1111
1iomes For Ssis
YARD SALE
302 Stations Rd
Aurora- Across
from Aurora
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111111t1 2445
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REDUCED
3AC ,
SARATOGA FARMS,
right come .
back
White fence in Iron
270-519-2290

Hones For Sale

IREDUCED!

LAKE house, Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage. waterfront lot, with trees,
storage shed, floating
boat dock. concrete
ramp.
boat
Call
$248,500.00.
753-2905 or 293-8595.
TWO bedroom 1 bath
each side, freshly
remodeled, , one side
has double carport
Great location.
$141,900 00. Call for
further information.
753-2905 or 293-8595.
& ATV's
2007 Yamaha 125 4
wheeler with extended
warranty. 492-6337 or
293-7796.
2006 Kawaski Ninja
ZX-10, around 1.300
miles. excellent condition. Cali 753-1499.
2005 Kawasaki Mule,
liquid
3010. 4X4.
cooled. Very low hours,
condition.
excellent
$6,500.
2008
6
1/2'x 10'
Heartland
ramp trailer, new $900.
Trailer weight distribution
hitch.
$250.
Complete
package,
at
$7,400.
See
0004177200041772
270-210-3547, 270753-6845.
Yamaha
2000
Roadster 15kmi. Many
extras Can be seen at
Coldwater BBO. 641N
. 767-0205,
2000
Yamaha
Roadster 15kmi Many
extras. Can be seen at
Coldwater BBO 641N
767-0205.

1 USED TIRES
11121Aulo Puts

14 15 16 inch
Starling at S20
MURRAY real estate
licensing class. Four
weekends,
June
(270)223-0789
deloiseadams0yahoo.
corn
PRICED below
appraisal! New
3br/2ba home FSBO
76 Blissful View
Saratoga II $249.099
Call I .949.689 5998

270 753 1492

1 BR $300, 2 BR $375
753-9636

T MOO POI azaanaLgas OF MCC!
CalIs,Detailed "radian or Visit irwitinarisauelions.cone
Plabaw 1* .0/ Dur.

wrote gosh SILL

3 bedroom, 2 bath brick, full basement, 2 car
attached garage, large deck, CHA, well, I acre

Houses For Rent

Office Hours 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

auto=sun

Riot

8th. $400. 489-2741

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

MUST SEE FARM IN N.W.CALLOWAY CO.
PRODUCTIVE FARMLAND, GENTLY ROLLING HOMESITES, AMERICAN
SECLUDED
WIRE FENDING=MAC A PERFECT FARMING OPERATION FOR CROP OR CAME PRODUCTION,
AND GREAT IMILCAJFE HUNTING. 200 +./• TILLABLE ACRES

NNW

BY OWNER

NORTHWEST CALLOWAY COUNTY
FARMLAND,PEACEFUL SETTINGS,GREAT
BUILDING SITES ON POTTS ROAD AND
TUCKER-GARLAND ROAD. TAKE A TOUR
OF THIS FABULOUS ESTATE FARM. A

8z
It)
I uti(
(onibinal ions

999 Wlswell
REDUCED- Brick, totally remodeled 3 BF1, 2 BA
Cape Cod. 12x24 storage building, new carpet,
hardwood and tile, large Jacuzzi, groat curb
appeal.
Call 759-9216 or 227-5456 for appoIntmont!

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Property

EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 2 bedroom
townhouse ($495). All
appliances including
washer, dryer, dishwasher,
and
microwave. Available
6/1/08. 759-5885 or
293-7085

REPO 2005 Double
Wide 5 BR home on 1
acre located in Pans.
TN Call 731-584-9429
for more details.

REAL ESTATE TRACT RANGES -1.6
ACRES.4 ACRES,10 ACRES,25 ACRES,30
ACRES, AND ANY COMBINATIONS UP TO
307.20 ACRES.

Rentals

2BR duplex, nice,
C/H/A, appliances furnished. Various locations Coleman RE
753-9898

Mon

(270)761-7355

2
Bedroom,
washer,
dryer
central AC,
smoke and pet tree.
wood and tile floors.
603 Vine St. $595/mo.
226-8006.

MIL

2 BR, 2 BA, 2211
Bambi Ln. No pets
Call 270-376-2746 or
270-841-5653.

492-8721

rasensimm - I nag mune *Evil

BEAUTIFUL

IN Puryear, TN, 1
Bedroom, lease +
deposit. 492-8526

&2 BR apts, 1-year
lease: 1BR $350.00,
nE1R $475.00. Call
Hamlet North Apts.
753-7559

1966 64X12, C/1-1/A,
propane tank, small
front deck Pipes have
been moved inside.
Reinsulated. low utilities Must be moved.
270-293-3616, 270293-6572,
270-767-2279.

1997 Horton Mobile
Home, 80x16, 2 BR, 1
BA. Would consider
rent to own. Now sitting
in Marshall Co., but
could be moved. Call
(270)435-4307 after
6prn.

OFF
Form Location: 1515 POTTS ROAD & TUCKER-GARLAND ROAD, MURRAY,KENTUCKY JUST
Road 1
Hr
ki les
Y.10
T 21,NORTHFromMurrposd
ay. KY iTake 171 North 5 MIle5 TO Potts Road Go Easl On Potts
Properly Site Sign.
P1111111111111111111111LIUM • a pave a
NSW NWT Ss -

alCornerstone„,

Applektes

WARD ELKINS
1210 `,1
KY)

8th, 2008
T,hursdi7:_l_ay.
0 6:00 PM
A Short Drive fro111 MUrrdv Kv
Missouri Investor S id sEirlf

Price redused to 5149,9(X))' Large Lunt with beautiful landscaping, new paint throughout. brand new
hardwood floonng. great new appliances, metal
stables. II acre,and a pond Great place to have a
horse farm Nise large front porch The home ha,)
bedrooms and 2 5 baths Check this one out for
great country living"

Houses For Rent
1 Bedroom apartment
clean and nice, al
appliances, including
W/D.
No
Pets.
(270)436-2524 or 2936906

AtiCti()11

Absolute

4A11

with faucets, 3 foot
walk-in shower with
frosted glass door.
vanity
tops
with
faucets, ceiling fans
and oak corner cabinet. Call 753-8173 or
293-4392
WOOD dinning table w
6 chairs, china cabinet,
sectional couch, lazy
boy recliner Must be
sold 293-6846.

Murray Ledger & limes

PROPERTY with 2
houses, fenced in yard,
one with central air.
Call 436-2659 or 2937182

FOR SALE OR LEASE
Joe Smith Carpet
Great lot-adorn - Heavy Traffic Flow an
Hwy. 641 North in Murray, KY
Building One appmx. 9330 Sq. Ft.
Building Two appmx. 1440 Sq. Ft
Lot size approx. 130x397
Land and Buildings Price $989,000.00
Pmpertv Can Be Leased
Grew, Localion for any type of business.
Pictures ofproperty can be e-mailed to am
prospective purchaser
‘rea appreciating in value - Great Community
Home to Murray State University
Phone 270-753-7955
Cell Phone 270-978-0402

mounted

Call 753-5606
laUllity Vehicles
1997 Jeep Wrangler. 6
speed,
cylinder/5
149,000 actual miles.
56.000. 270-227-8731
Can be seen at Auto
Zone.

L

Used Cars

2005 Buick Lacross, 4
ice
blue,
DR,
40,130mi, all the goodsharp.
extra
ies,
$10,900 obo. 270-2104016.

*04 Buick LaSabre.
condition
excellent
$5,500
Concorpe
*95 Chrysler
$2.300.
•93 Escort Wagon,
35+mpg. 89,000 onginal miles. $1,800.
Make an offer. 9785655
2001 Dodge Intrepid
SE, V-6, new battery,
cloth seats. 4-door
759-9451 or 293-3515.
2000 GRAND Am- bad
motor, will sell for
1995 Camry,
parts.
bad motor. $500 obo.
293-0139

2006 Chevy crew cab
4X4 Z-71 LT3, loaded
sunroof, 73,xxx miles
$19,900. 767-0028 or
293-1133.

'FIZAVIS

99 Ford Ranger supercab, 4 DP, 82K miles,
loaded sharp. $6,800
obo 978-1548

1()\1 IIKA\

& anon
2002. 1648 War Eagle
with 18 HP Evinrude
with electric start.
$2,500. 226-1026
268. Hams flote boat
115hp motor. $4,000
227-1560
208. Pontoon, 75HP
motor. 436-2463.
87 Glastron 16' irti
boat, 88 HP Evinrude
with low hours garage
excellent
kepi.
in
shape, economical tun.
270-210-4219.

1.\\

1 555

\

I

H..tillig
2-0 lii,

2711-753-2279
BRANDON'S Outdoor
service
Mowing. yard cleanup, shrubs, bush hogging, tilling, mulch,
grading.
C-(270)978-0543
after 6:00 (270)4365277
BRUSH & Hammer.
Painting, fix it's repairs.
No job too small.
Gladly serving the
lakes area. 436-2228.
NADEAU'S
Construction
•Flooring •Decks

o 's

it,

' \l(I) II( II
1 555's ( \RI

ps• Mowing
•Spraying Onions &
Dandelions !Liming
• Fertilizing
270)437-4407
LAWN
muIctring, larn
ncl
os
wcie
npg,
Ing. garden tilling
293-5662

11AINENET
0111011101.11
•711r,

•Vinyl siding •All

Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed/Insured

Home

•Phimbing •Pulatieur
,4****wirorganwal
harlassasafts

nadeauconstruction net

PLUMB 8 Level
Construction
Roof
Metal
•
11 \
Homes
•Residential
1111102311:11121M
Guaranteed
-Remodeling .Flooring
Floor Joist -Decks
759-4418.227-9484 -Vinyl Siding .All Home
- Improvements We do
it all. Home 759-4704
DNJ HANDYMAN
Cell 978-2391
Call us for all your
repair needs
Specializing in decks
Fredrick
Plumbing Inc.
& painting
'E m•rgency
Plumbing S•retc•'
293-5438
Ogees, •Recnod•I
Oklaw construction
M•sler Plumbs'
licans•O 41 Insured
1270)9711.111110
1
4,
pk\ 1 /
551

L &NI
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Menu ming,

Landscaping &
Lou Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed

753-1816 7.27-0611
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY.$75.00
A MONTH
CALL 7$3)•1916
227-8575
Din Cheap Lawn Care
Free est Mowing, gutter cleaning, bush trimming, and more.

Hill Electric
Since 1986
24 HOua wawa
Res.. Corn., & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
THREE OAKS
LAWN L.
LANDSCAPE
It YEARS EXPERIENCE
FREE ESTIMATES
LICENSED & INSURED
(270)436-1310

FREE

Si,

appliances • 4

leg

Meta storm Windows & Doors
berm Metal Mowers & Tined
to ment C Battens.

Cann

270-293-5624
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood Insured. 4892839
Gallimore Car Mien
One stop, clean-up
shop Wash, wax and
full detail For appt. call
762-1036
I

\l 1'" 1V v., 14

11

\ 51.1 511 \ I

N__ • weekly & spcsial pickups

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling. etc
Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work
Al Joe's Mower repair.
Tune-up specials
Free pick-up/delivery
in Murray. 436-2867
Remodeling, additions,
decks, home & mobile
home repair. water &
termite damage, tile A
hardwood floors. 30
yrs exp Larry Nimmo
753-2353 753-0353
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE 8 PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

1,S1'111,11:1'
Mitchell lin)...

• locally owned/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

70) 7116 5889
12701 705-6068

ROOFING Free est,mate (270)293-4020
(270)293-1924

David's
Home
Improvement
Ware, Darlage<I Floor,
Bractm & Floor Just.
Remodeling & Plumwg
Nod Guthman,, Owner
Will Do Insurance Work
Visa & MaSterCatd AccaPted

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

IlvtiiiIton

St. Rt 121N
, 753-8087

1301

& N town Service
Mowing. Trimming
and Mulch Hauling
Mitch Knight
270-227-0906
Jay Knight
270-293-0044

JOE'S JOBS
loin lit nschidil
y

%soil

75 4-4444 • 227-5644
I midst aping
& 1.trd %Voris
•\Morrie, •[`tinting
Honor,&

iort
• Haulms,

•i 11..111

759-115111
753- 1537

),o. 1,11, (o.O.Ortil

436-S235

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do Occur
Readers using this
!nformation do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and cornea roes mentioned herein
pyrehd.netm
oebmse,urrnerao
a
uLetre
adbgbleer
elie:T

any of its employees
accept any responsibe,
,ty whatsoever for thee
activities.
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731 -336-5288
TROYER'S
Construction,
Pole
barns, shingles, metal
roofing Daniel Troyer
(270)804-6884
Tree
YEARRY'S
Service. Free est:mates. Phone 4362562. 227-0267

.edger & limes

CLASSIFIEDS

Ledger & limes

Calhoon Construction, LIT JONES ROOFING CO.
General Contracting
Commercial/Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing
CKY JUST OFF
flts Road I

1111811M111-111111111.011 NCR BM am ES -1.6
,25 ACRES. 30
iTIONS UP TO

OUNTY
MNGS,GREAT
ROAD AND
TAKE A TOUR
FARM. A
ILOWAY CO.

ES, AMERICAN
PRODUC NON

incirrvitt

2118 MURRAY, la
MICE!

WWI KY VW
00 MO 4318
suctions coin

Services 011ersd

rAl 1(0,
‘‘k ( • RI,

4 rfr. -..,
11'
71.1-977t • 2103

WHIM.
raying Onions &
,detions • Ltmtng
• Fertiltz.ing

70)437-4407

'N
mowing,
:hIng, landscapgarden tilling.
5662

4.314g Wert,.711r
Uttob,ong •Puotetne
Satirmtwa •Nemat
prr,y MaiR.14,1,

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

QUALITY WORKMANSHIP
YOU CAN DEPEND ON:
15 Years Exmorlence
• Tear-Offs
• Haw Roofs
• Repairs
• Workmanship
Guaranteed
Free
Plasm 7534355
Estimates!\
“11: 2934354

Wednesday, Ma) 7, 2008 • 38

AHART'S
GRAVEL & SAND
We sell & deliver red gravel, lg. &
sm. wash rock, dirt, sand.
Approx. 9 miles on 641 N. of Murray
to Charley Miller Rd., then take a
right on Hopkins Rd.

753-9899 or 293-5914

[
11=Fire• Cerium
Free
puppies
to
esponsible homes.
Will be small to medium sized dogs Mixed
breed. 270-382-2874.

L

460
Few Column

Cabana

ree puppies, par
Australian
Shop.
Border CO11143, 3mo
old Call 759-9649

Free to good home
Black
mix
breed
female puppy. Good
with small children
753-5060

Check us out on the Web!

Big-screen superheroes have flaws as well as super powers
By SANDY COHEN
AP Entertainment Writer
LOS ANGELES(AP)—The
classic superhero is polished,
brave and morally righteous.
Strong and unerring, he is perfection personified — a superhuman ideal.
Not this summer.
Everyday human flaws are
the Kryptonite of this year's
movie good guys, who deign to
suffer the same foibles as those
who pay to see them. They may
be reclusive, egotistical or intellectually challenged. They may
have anger issues or alcohol
issues. Some are alienated and
lonely.
While the archetypal superhero always has a "weakness,"
this summer's super problems
are more fit for the psychologist's couch than the villain's
lair. Such shortcomings make
.heroes more relatable, says
Marvel Comics master Stan Lee,
creator of Spider-Man, the Hulk,
Iron Man and the Fantastic Four.
among sundry others.
AP/Warner Bros.
"If you can have a good guy
w,ho's got hang-ups and flaws This image provided by Warner Bros., shows Steve Care)) starring a Maxwell Smart in the
and failings, he's more interest- remake, "Get Smart,"
ing because he not only has to as Tony Stark, a pompous, womIndiana Jones is another "real unlikely superheroes: Bruce
defeat the villain, but he has to anizing, hard-drinking genius guy," says creator George Banner, Maxwell Smart and
defeat and conquer his own whose superpowers come solely Lucas. The archaeologist-adven- Zohan.
flaws'and inabilities," Lee says. from a supercharged, weapons- turer played by Harrison Ford
After a gamma-radiation
"It rounds him out and makes filled suit he created from returns to theaters May 22 with accident, Banner (Ed Norton)
the character empathetic."
scratch. Without it. Stark is just "Indiana Jones and the Kingdom discovers he involuntarily transFlawed heroes are also a sign another guy with issues — not of the Crystal Skull."
forms into a monstrous mass in
of the times, says "Iron Man" much of a stretch for the actor
"He makes lots of mistakes. "The Incredible Hulk." Fearful
director Jon Favreau.
who's a veteran of both big He kind of goofs up. He has the and emotionally withdrawn,
"Complicated times demand screen and blotter.
same kind of thinking that we Banner is "blind to his heroic
for escapist entertainment," he
After many nods to that have," Lucas says. "It's like he's potential," says Kevin Feige,
says. "These characters are fac- effect throughout the film. not a superhero. He's just an president of production for
ing the same types of problems Downey (as Stark) acknowl- average Joe that's always in Marvel Studios.
we are. They're a proxy for us." edges at its conclusion that he's over his head that somehow
"The creature in him, if used
"Iron Man,- which opens "not the hero type. with these seems to get through IC
properly, could be a hero," Feige
Friday, stars Robert Downey Jr. character defects and all."
June will bring three more says. "Bruce Banner takes a

while to see that. hat s a flays.
when you undermine your

potential."
Maxwell
Smart (Steve
Carell) is a top government
secret agent, minus the intelligence and James-Bond cool.
Though Smart is the most bumbling and inept member of his
team, he's the hero in "Get
Smart," the movie version of the
1960s TV series.
Adam Sandler is a reluctant
hero in "You Don't Mess With
the Zohan," playing an Israeli
counter-terrorist expert who
hangs up his heroics to become
a high-priced hairdresser in New
York City.
"He was a huge hero," says
director Dennis Dugan."And he
basically goes on a journey to
leave all the past behind and
find something beautiful in himself."
Will Smith's "Hancock," due
July 2, presents a "very authentic version of an alcoholic superhero." the actor says. The character is disheveled, disenfranchised and confused about life.
"He's feeling very purposeless and looking for answers,"
says producer Akiva Goldsman.
Also due in July is "The Dark
Knight," with Christian Bale
reprising his role as nch playboy
Bruce Wayne and his alter-ego
Batman — a character who
remains traumatized by the murder of his parents and the vigilantisin that turned him to
crime-fighting.
"He's a messed-up individual, as well. He's got all sorts of
issues," Bale says. "He's just as
twisted and messed-up as the
villains he's fighting, and that's
part of the beauty of the whole

story.

Often the problem with
superheroes isn't that they're
too human, but that they're not
human enough, says Feige of
Marvel Studios.
"The risk is presenting your
character as being two-dimensional," he says. "There's a risk
in presenting them simply as an
action figure. Presenting their
flaws, presenting their humanity. that's how audiences identify
with them and make their own
emotional connection with
them."
Goldsman calls the drunken
Hancock "an answer to
Superman ... an extraordinary
person
suffering
ordinary
human emotions."
"Superman is conventionally
and traditionally a Boy Scout,
and that's often what makes him
very difficult to relate with." he
says. "We identify more with
people who are broken, people
who are damaged. Those are the
heroes who stick with us. the
ones who are imperfect despite
all their gifts, because everyone
feels imperfect."
And when real life is so
chaotic — with war, a faltering
economy, fears of terrorism and
a threatened environment —
relatable superheroes are even
more valuable, Favreau says.
"It's an abstract version of
what our fears are, presented in
a safe way, and we can be saved
by a superhuman character," he
says. "People want to see that
type of thing when times are
hard."
Echoes Goldsman: "The
world is often troubling and we
often look for heroes to save the
day. If only."
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Horoscope

by luguillue Blear
for

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
Thursday, May 8, 2008:
You communicate often. You
might not be responsible for
how others hear your words. On
the other hand, you will learn
and develop new ways of communicating that will allow you
to confirm what you have said as
well as allow the other person -whomever it might be -- to echo
what he or she has heard. You
will see your relationship evolve
to a new plateau if you are willing to listen, share and not
always be right. Your creativity
will bubble forth, though for
some this energy will manifest
through a child. If you are single, a very serious romance
could enter your life. If you are
attached, you will be negotiating
a more serious commitment,
perhaps a new addition to the
family. CANCER loves sharing
with you.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive: 3-Average, 2-So-so:
I -Difficult

ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
*** Pressure builds quickly.
You cannot seem to juggle all the
various interests, no matter how
hard you try. Knowing that,
choose your priorities. Start at
this point, and you might avoid
frustration. Family and domestic
matters gain in importance.
Tonight: Happy al home.

don't need to get involved in a
brouhaha. Walk away if possible.
Your instincts carry you through
in a money matter. Listen to
news with an eye to positive
change. Your inner voice plays a
big role. Tonight: Get some extra
sleep

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You cannot determine
what you want, no matter which
way you turn. Investigate without
feeling as if you must make a
decision. You'll move in the right
direction once you ascertain all
the information. Focus and priorities carry you through. Tonight.
Aim high

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Take a must show and use
it to your benefit. You might need
more personal time, but right
now you cannot get it. Listen to
feedback that heads in your
direction Your instincts will lead
you once you devour news.
Tonight: In the limelight.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Noy. 21)
**** You might want to
reverse gears and start down a
new path. Your willingness to
transform your style might shock
some, but it separates you from
many. Reach out for someone
who has a different attitude.
Tonight: Watch a movie.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
Work with one person
directly. Your ability to read
between the lines lets you realhappening
what
is
ize
Convincing others might depend
on one person. He or she
differently.
others
impacts

Tonight Team up with someone
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You might be much harder or difficult to deal with than
others realize. Your ability to get
to the bottom of a problem earmarks your behavior. Look to
positive change through discussion. You see life in a new light.
Tonight Sort through suggestions.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Emphasize what you can
accomplish. Though you might
be involved with mental shenanigans, you would be best off to let
go of some of your wilder ideas
Work with someone directly
One-on-one relating flourishes
Tonight: Squeeze in some exei
cise

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Add more creativity and
fun into your life. Withdraw from
someone who always wants to
do something his or her way.
Understand what might be happening with this person. A partner has a fun suggestion; go with
it. Tonight: Enjoy as if there is no
tomorrow.
BORN TODAY
Thirty-third U.S President Harry
S. Truman (1884), English historian Edward Gibbon (1737), religious leader Fulton J Sheen
(1895)
***

Jacqueline Blgar Is on the
Internet at http://www.jacquelInebigar.com.
(c) 2008 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

Photo provided

JAZZ FESTIVAL: The Murray Middle School Jazz Band will be participating in Murray State
University's annual Jazz Festival this Saturday, May 10. The students will have the opportunity to work with world renown jazz improvisation educator Jamey Aebersold, as well as
receive instruction in sections and individually. Jazz Bands from nine other schools, as well
as MSU will be performing Saturday evening on the Lovett Auditorium Stage at 5:48 p.m.
Admission is free.

To Salad or Not To Salad

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Speak your mind if you
want to, but know that there will
be ramifications no matter which
way you go. Communication will
open up the more willing you are
to discuss a problem Clear the
air. Romance builds. Tonight: Tell
it like it is.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Push comes to shove.
How will you handle the problem? It is up to you to make the
right call. Investigate your
options with an eye to growth
and change. Investments in
property could be slow to come
to fruition. Tonight: Easy does it.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
**** Don't let someone's
you.
upset
determination
Knowing what you want could be
important. Avoid a power play no
matter what. It is as simple as
the word "no." Communicatior
will flourish once you relax
Tonight: Say yes
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Step back and think. Yoi.

Tried & True
Recipes
By Mr Mom Marls Anderson

lemm is a Border Collie mix.
six months old, female.

Mkkey a a dornestri short hair black
white mix. tour vents old neutered nilr

SHELTER HOURS: MON411. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM

I or more information contact
1,
Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
at (270) 7534141

00

There is nothing better
In late summer then a
salad. My family love salad,
but each one has their
favorite one. I love a tomato, onion & cucumber salad
and my wife love a blue
cheese tossed salad. You
know what they say to
each his own!
Here are few of my
favorites.

Mix everything in a bowl and chill till ready
to serve

Shoepeg Corn Salad
Sent by Candy Webb
1
can
green
peas

Summer Slaw
By Mr. Mom
1 large head cabbage shredded

T-O-C Salad
By Mr. MOM
3 cups chopped Tomato
1 large sweet onion cut halt then sliced
2 cups chopped cucumber
1 bottle your favorite Italian Dressing
2 tbsp parsley chopped
1 clove garlic chopped

00

(drained)
1 can shoepeg corn (drained) (( use white
corn)
1 can French Style Green Beans (drained)
1 bunch green onions, tops also chopped
(I use about 6)
1 chopped Green Pepper
1 small jar Pimentos
1/2 cup vinegar
1/2 cup Wesson Oil
1/2 cup Sugar (can use Splenda)
2 tsp. Pepper, 1 tsp. salt (I use less)
Put first six things in a bowl. Bring vinegar, sugar, oil, pepper, & salt to a
boil and pour over vegetables. Let set at
least 24 hrs

1 cup light oil
1 cup apple cider vinegar
1/2 cup Crazins or raisins
1 tbsp celery seed
Mix oil, vinegar, celery seeds, sugar together and set aside. Take a large bowl and mix
cabbage, then add the dressing and chill.
can be added.
crazins and/or apples.
Remember a family that cooks together
Has my daughter said
does it with love
"Thats a keeper" Keep the recipes coming
will tool
Write or
and
we
email
mrmommurraydbellsouth.net or Mr. MOM at

Murray Ledger & Times.
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WildaBack
10 years ago
Dr. Charles Homra was
named "Humanitarian of the
Year" and Ed Chrisman as
'Rotarian of the Year by the
Murray Rotary Club Paul 'tarns Fellows named were Ronald
Churchill. Mary Moyer, Johnny Bohannon ad Betty Boston.
Sen. Bob Jackson, Martha
Andrus and E.W. Dennison
were the three persons 'roasted in the "Raise the Roof
Dinner and Roast" of the Murray Woman's Club at the Murray State University Curris Center.
Births reported include a
girl to Cindy and Lyle Bergman,
May 2.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of
Johnny McDougal, director of
student financial aid department of Murray State University, being presented the plague
as the fourth recipient of the
Herb Vescio District Service
Award by the Kentucky Association of Student Financial
Aid Administration at the spring
meeting.
New officers of the Calloway
County Education Association
are Sharon Arant, president;
Jane Cothran, president-elect;
Marilyn Willis, recording secretary; Ila Brown, corresponding secretary; and Nona
Tabers, treasurer.
30 years ago
An era of Murray's history
came to a close on May 3
when the contents of the old
National Hotel at Main and
Sixth Streets, were sold at auction. Plans are to make offices
on the first floor and apartments on the second floor.
Murray High School Girls
came away with a narrow win
in a triangular track meet at
Trigg County. Murray High
School Boys placed second.

Other teams participating were
Tngg County and Mayfield.
40 years ago
Dedication ceremonies for
the new Murray State University agriculture engineering
building on North 16th Street
will be May 15 at 3:30 p.m.
The building will be named
in honor of E.B. Howton, chairman of the agriculture department and a member of the
MSU faculty since 1937.
Army Pvt. John C. Winter
Jr. has completed advanced
training at Fort Leonard Wood,
Mo. He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. John C. Winter Sr. of
Murray.
50 years ago
The May term of Calloway
County Circuit Court opened
May 6 with Judge Earle
Osborne presiding. The opening prayer was by Rev. T.A.
Thacker, pastor of Memorial
Baptist Church.
New officers of the Murray High School Unit of the
Parent-Teacher Association are
Mrs. William Nall, president;
Mrs. Ted Clack, vice president; Mrs. Edwin Larson, secretary, and Mrs. Frank Dibble,
treasurer.
60 years ago
The bodies of Pvt. Earl V.
Grogan and Cpl. James Ralph
Pate are being returned to Murray aboard the USS Army Transport Lawrence Victory. Pvt.
Grogan, 30, was killed in France
Aug. 30, 1944. Cpl. Pate, 25,
was killed in France June 6,
1944.
Installed as new officers of
Murray High School Unit of
Association
Parent-Teacher
were Mrs. Walter Baker, president; Mrs. E.C. Parker, vice
president; Mrs. Pat Hackett, secretary: and Mrs. Linville. Yates,
treasurer.

COMICS/ FEATURES
Grandma's term of endearment
is not appropriate for toddler
DEAR ABBY: My mother-in-law -- I'll call her 'Irene
-- refers to our 3-year-old
daughter, "Amber," as "sexy."
When she buys clothing for
Amber, she will say, "This is
sexy." When Amber was
younger and would pull up
her dress in
play. Irene
would say,
you
"Are
trying to be
sexy?'
Luckily,
when it has
happened,
Amber
didn't
Dear Abby either
or
hear
remember
By Abigail
comher
Van Buren
ments.
• I'm afraid if we don't put
a stop to it, Irene will continue saying these things.
Maybe she thinks it's cute, but
I would like to keep my little girl innocent as long as I
can. My husband agrees with
me, but he's afraid of offending his mother. Why would a
grandmother call her young
granddatightei "sexy"? Please
advise. -- AMBER'S MOMMY
IN CLEVELAND
DEAR MOMMY: Your
mother-in-law may have a limited vocabulary, or she may
be projecting her adult feelings onto Amber -- not realizing that children her granddaughter's age do not experience sexual feelings the way
adults do.
Whatever Irene's reasoning,
I agree that her comments are
inappropriate, and she should
be told to cut them out. With
marketing, advertising and
media the way they are today,
your little girl will be born-

barded with promotional messages in which sex is a sales
tool before she hits kindergarten She doesn't need to be
sexually objectified by her
grandmother, too.
•••

DEAR ABBY: "Frustrated
in Colorado" (March I) complained about people attempting to send faxes on her phone
line. She should be thankful
for a stable, busy job in a
thriving business.
Most fax machines today
scan documents into memory
and put them into an automated "queue" -- the same one
that usually tries to transmit
three times. I handle it by
simply hitting the "transfer"
button on my phone, so the
call is routed to my fax line.
Then I move on to other tasks.
If you pass this on to her, it
will relieve her frustration.
Tell her I said to "smile,
have a nice day, and remember the words of Sgt. Joe Friday: 'It's just the fax, ma'am."
-- LARRY FROM MARLTON,
N.J.
DEAR LARRY: Thank you
for the technical advice.

DEAR ABBY: I am a 17year-old girl. My boyfriend
and I are planning for a future
together. We are seriously discussing marriage.
My problem is, when I was
14, my older brother molested me. I eventually found the
courage to tell my parents. They
confronted him, he apologized,
and we all got on with out
lives. We haven't spoken about
it since.
Should I tell my boyfriend
about this? It has affected my
life. I have trouble trusting
people, and I feel this is something he needs to know. However, my brother arid I get
along well now. I don't want
comparent
The
ago:
years
Ten
France.
headquarters in Rheims,
By The Associated Press
my boyfriend wanting to hurt
to
agreed
Mercedes-Benz
of
pany
of
Battle
55-day
the
1954.
In
7,
May
Today is Wednesday,
my brother every time we have
the 128th day cf 2008. There are Dien Bien Phu in Vietnam ended buy Chrysler Corporation for more
a family function. What should
with Vietnamese insurgents over- than $37 billion. Londoners voted
238 days left in the year.
I do? TROUBLED IN AUSoverwhelmingly to elect their own
running French forces.
Today's Highlight in History:
TRALIA
mayor for the first ume in histoIn 1960, Leonid Brezhnev
. On May 7, 1915, nearly 1,200
TROUBLED:
DEAR
Klimcnt ry. (In May 2000, Ken LivingMarshal
people died when a German tor- replaced
Although your brother has apolpedo sank the British liner KMS Voroshilov as president of the Pre- stone was elected.)
subject hasn't
the
and
ogtied
Five years ago: President Bush
sidium of the Supreme Soviet.
Inuntasua off the Irish coast.
been spoken about since, it
In 1975, President Ford for- ordered U.S. sanctions against Iraq
On this date:
has affected the way you perIn 1789, the first inaugural ball mally declared an end to the "Viet- lifted. allowing U.S. humanitarian
ceive others And the behavwas held in New York in honor nam era." In Ho Chi Minh City aid and remittances to flow into
ior your brother displayed when
of President and Mrs. Washing- — formerly Saigon --- the Viet Iraq. The White House announced
President Bush had chosen New
Cong celebrated its takeover
he molested you shows that ton
In 1977, Seattle Slew won the Mexico oilman Colin R. McMilIn 1812, poet Robert Brown- at least at that time in his
Navy
the
of
Kentucky Derby, the first of his lan to be secretary
ing was born in London
life -- he had a lack of empaIn 1833, composer Johannes Triple Crown victories (On this and Air Force Secretary James
thy for the feelings of others,
dismissed
the
replace
to
Roche
died.)
Slew
Seattle
2002,
in
date
Hamburg,
in
Brahms was born
namely you.
In (984, a 5180 million out- secretary of the Army, Thomas
Germany.
You could benefit greatly
In 1840, composer Peter Ilyich of-court settlement was announced White. (However, McMillan died
by discussing what happened
Tchaikovsky was born in Votkin• in the Agent Orange class-action of an apparent suicide in July
with a counselor who has
suit brought by Vietnam veterans 2003. while Roche's nomination
sk, Russia.
expertise in sexual assault, and
In 1945, Germany signed an who charged they'd suffered injury languished in Congress before
being withdrawn in March 2004.) frankly, so could your brothunconditional surrender at Allied from exposure to the defoliant.
er. However, I see no reason
to discuss what happened with
your boyfriend until you
El IX 1'3 V 151. 1 1 1
become formally engaged, parCAH `00 101E14
ticularly because he might react
COSSEDNE SflO6
in a volatile manner.
OHE

TellavinINstery
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Lifestyle cruising
toward disaster
DEAR DR. GOTT: My husband is 71 years old He eats
few sweets and fats, very little
red meat and doesn't consume
salt He also takes vitamin supplements. He has coronary artery
disease that bothers him very little, so he
assumes he is
OK. He gets
minimal
exercise and
sleeps a lot.
He smokes a
half pack of
low-nicotine
cigarettes and
3
drinks
ounces of tea
mixed with
14 ounces of
By
gin daily. He
Dr. Peter Gott insists that
his smoking
and drinking won't hurt ham and
refuses to quit either.
I am concerned that he is living on borrowed time. His doctor says his liver and lungs are
fine. He is drinking five times
the maximum limit of 3 ounces

Dr.Gott

of gin every day. This can't be
doing his body any good, yet
he just won't stop.
Please help.
DEAR READER: Despite
your husband's healthful diet, he
has an apparently mild-to-moderate case of coronary artery disease. Any result of this condition can be serious (stroke, heart
attack and more) and must be
met with lifestyle, behavioral and
medical changes. This includes
stopping smoking and drastically reducing or stopping drinking.
The fact that your husband
has not stopped smoking and
drinking and he doesn't see the
harm in his habits is absolutely

crazy. He is definitely flirting
with danger, despite his insistence that he feels fine. I would

define your husband as an alcoholic. Fourteen ounces of gin daily
is far too much In one month,
he drinks about 3 gallons of gin.
don't think the average American drinks 3 gallons of milk a
month, let alone any form of
alcohol. Your husband's sleep/in
pattern may also be a retail et
his coronary artery disease, bet
it is most likely the result of
his overindulgence in alcohol.
He may simply be too impaired

to function. Also, just because
the physician says your husband%
liver is fine doesn't mean dee
will always be the case. I am

disappointed that he isn't insisting your husband discontinue
drinking.
As to your husband's smoking habit, low-nicotine cigarettes
are still just as harmful as standard cigarettes. The amount of
nicotine is reduced, but the tar,
chemicals and carcinogens are not.

Cigarettes in any form are a definite health "no-no"
I agree that your husband is
living on borrowed time; however, you can't make him change.
This is something he must do

himself. You can talk to him
when he is sober and state your
case, feelings and interpretation
of the consequences he will face
if things don't change, but you
must be prepared to follow
through. He probably will not
listen, insist you are wrung and
continue the behavior until something serious happens (such as
a stroke, heart attack car accident, etc.). I urge you to seek

out a counselor or therapist who
will allow you to express your
feelings and concerns.

Costnicaridge
North dealer
East-West vulnerable.

NORTH
•K 54
tifK J 2
•Q 6 3
•A (07 5
EAST
WEST
•A 7 6
•Q;102
•10 8 6 3
•Q
•10 7 '2
•9 8 5
4)Q 9 2
.K1643
SOUTH
e98 3
111 A 9 7 5 4
•A K J 4

•
The bidding
West
South
East
North
Pass
I V
Pass
I•
Pass
3•
Pass
I NT
4•
Pass
3
Opening lead — queen of spades.
I. bridge, there are literally hundreds(4-"general rules" a player may
follow. during either the bidding or
play. liowever, as the weird "gerwral"
implies, there arc exceptions to virtually every rule, so asdayer who follows rules blindly is sure to be disappointed every once in a while.
Coasider this deal where the defenders took the first three spade
tricks and switched to a diamond.
Declarer won in his hand and had to
decide how in asoid a trump loser.
South was well-acquainted with

the standard procedure when holding
eight cards in a suit missing the
cash one top honor
queen
then take a finesse. This guards
against the possibility of losing a
lirst-round finesse to the singleton
queen.
He therefore cashed the ace of
hearts at trick five, felling West's
queen. However, Fast then couldn't
be stopped from snoring a trump
trick with the ten, and the comsat
wan down one. Ironically, declaiv
would hese suffered the same nief
Tan had started with the unions
queen.
la tallies to make the contrail.
South had overlooked an excegliell
to the rule. Before attacks% tiejt
he should have realized lied
cashed the ace and the queen was
singleton in either hand, he would
automatically acquire a trump loser
and therefore fail in his mission
For this reason, he should have
started by leading low toward
dummy, intending to finesse the jack
if West followed low. This would
bring in the suit without loss if West
had two or three hearts including the
queen.
But it would likewise succeed if
had
as in the actual deal
West
the singleton queen. In that case, it
would become a simple matter to
take the queen with the king, cash the
jack and then finesse the nine to
avoid a trump laser.

1

Tomorrow: A well-thought-out recovery

•••
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Crosswords
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39 Physecist
Nikola —

1 Fella
5 Turn sharply
8 Canute sloe
12 Pod veggie
13 Before
14 Nuclear reactor
15 Mild expletives
16 /Medi or

al Wyo neighbor
42 Finance
46 Take a dip
49 RV haven
51 Spring bloom

/ Shangn-la
18 Take an oat.
20 Munich single

53 Barrel part
54 Canadian
queries
55 Nuisance
56 Itches
57 Caviar
58 Large number

22 Blcves gently
24 Abeedeen's
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aver
27 Precious thing
30 Pruning
32 Amazon
source
33 Kangaroo
:rettin a string
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34 rot
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35 Catching
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'Cheers'
38 Aunc's creator
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11 Marshy area
19 impress
deeply
21 Doctrine

23 Banners
21 Designer label

25 Popular
one-namect
singer
26 Freud topic
27 Swedish
actress — Olin
28 Bahe'i origin
29 Sable or amine
31 Casual
farewell
32 Tire pressure
muses
33 Gym shoe
36 — take forever!
37 Camper,

maybe
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2 Hula
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3 Took a straw
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5 Gridiron ref
6 High dudgeon
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40 Auto option
41 Brats
43 Claims
44 Paperiess
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I WAS TRYING
TO SPELL
'MISSISSIPPI"
WHERE'D THIS
APPLE COME FROM?

45 Dither beverage
46 Retiring
47 Trouble
48 Lightning by
product
50 Gloating cry
52 Wex1eeristalor
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LADY LAKERS 3, LADY TIGERS 2

RACER ROUNDUP

Boggess bails out CCHS in seventh
TWO-OUT SINGLE SCORES WINNING RUN FOR LADY LAKERS IN DRAMATIC FASHION
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
The bottom of the seventh inning didn't quite follow
the blueprint for head coach James Pigg and Calloway
County.
• With their Senior Night game against crosstown
rival Murray knotted up at two Tuesday evening, senior
program staples Sam Butts and Meagan Starks coming
.up and leadoff Jackie Metcalf standing on first, Pigg
. had a plan for how things would go.
"We told them we had the top of our lineup up and
this is when we need to do it, we need to do tt right
now," the fifth-year Lady Laker skipper said. "We
thought we were setting it in good shape."
Butts was supposed to bun' Metcalf to second, but
she never got the chance. The freshman outfielder inexplicably wandered from the base, drawing a throw to
second from Murray pitcher Chelcie Winchester.
Metcalf was caught in a rundown, but the throw to first
sailed over the first baseman's head.
Metcalf advanced to second, but then watched
Winchester retire Butts and Starks on harmless infield
pop-ups.
Luckily for the Lady Lakers, Kristen Boggess was
there to save the day.
With two outs in the seventh, the freshman catcher
roped a line drive into center field, scoring Metcalf from
third and preserving a dramatic 3-2 win for Calloway.
• "It wasn't pretty. but we pulled it out," Pigg said.
."Give Murray a lot of credit, they played well."
With the win, Calloway completed an undefeated
season in district play. The Lady Lakers had already
'secured the title with two wins over Marshall County
last week.
' Perfect, they may be. But district play has been no
.walk in the park for the Lady Litters this season. Out of
four games. Tuesday's contest was Calloway's third
,one-run victory. The Lady Lakers squeaked out two 10 wins over Marshall.
"That got my nerves right there," Starks said after
her 1 -for-2 Senior Night performance. "I guess we like
to make it interesting. I'd like to blow out a lot of teams,
but I guess that's the way we like to do it."
Murray and Marshall County will square off
Thursday in a game that will determine seeding for the
tournament. Regardless of the outcome, the Lady Tigers
•and Lady Marshals will play in the first round of the
district tournament for another shot at Calloway.
Though his team has swept the competition this sea-

MSU Sports Information
Elvis Green, who served as MSU
rifle coach from 1981-99 will be
inducted into the Ohio Valley
Conference Hall of Fame at the
end of the month.

Green to go
into OVC
Hall of Fame
TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times
Calloway County second baseman Kerte° Wilson attempts to tag Murray's Amanda Winchester on
her way to second base. Wilson missed the tag on the play, but Calloway beat Murray 3-2 Tuesday
evening.
son, Pigg believes the records alone mask the high level
of competition in the district.
"It feels good (to go undefeated)." he said. "We
haven't done that in a long time. We're thrilled to be
back in that position. We've won three of those games
by one run, so the district is still very competitive.
We're just fortunate that we've come out on top."
Calloway hoarded a 1-0 lead into the sixth inning,
before an opportunistic Lady lige' offense finally
found the crack in the Lady Laker defense it had been

looking for.
After Sara Crouch reached on a swinging bunt base
hit to lead off the inning. Caitlin Herrington hit a sharp
grounder toward Butts at shortstop. Usually accurate,
Butts' throw sailed into the outfield and Herrington
rounded third and slid into home past Boggess' tag.
Calloway left fieldei Brittany Fox then dropped a
Melissa Shoulberg fly ball, allowing Herrington to
score, a run that put Murray ahead 2-1.
•See SOFTBALL,2C

LAKERS 10 TIGERS 2

Cranking Out The Runs
• CCHS SCORES 26 RUNS ON 22 HITS IN BACK-TO-BACK CROSSTOWN RIVALRY GAMES OVER MURRAY
y MICHAEL DANN
. ports Editor
winning
The philosophy
the battle, but not the war -plays nicely for the Calloway
county baseball team.
If you're from the Murray
;high baseball camp, you're
'probably a fan of the moniker
'yourself.
•: But after the Lakers swept
Game 2 of back-to-back 4th
:District games Tuesday, winning 1(1-2 at Ty Holland
Stadium, Calloway County can
heat their chests about winning
the battle against the crosstown
-rival Tigers and have posiTioned themselves for the
,Fourth Distnct Tournament as
the No. 2 seed.
• And in a three-team field
that includes No. 1 seeded
.Marshall County who, by way
of having a 4-0 record in 4th
District play, will get the bye,
Will await the winner of the
'war game' between the Tigers
and Takers one more time
when tournament action begins
May 19th at Marshall County
:High School.
"The two games here are
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger S Times
meaningless when it comes to
the postseason," Laker head Calloway County's Ben Hudson slides back into first base as Murray's jordan Garland awaits Chess Volp's throw in the
!coach Zach Hobbs said, "You fifth inning Tuesday at Ty Holland Stadium. Hudson singled and was hit by a pitch in the 10-2 win over the Tigers.
'play every game to get to the
walks
broken up by a base knock off first and tacked on three in the something happening to him
,postseason, but the score will
second, two in the third, one in
"He wanted the ball, that's
The loss is the fourth
the bat of Tanner Richerson.
be 0-0 when we open up Fourth
Reynolds (5-2) struck out the fourth, two in the fifth and just the kind of kid he is. I'm straight for the Tigers (17-11),
District Tournament play.
sure he's still pretty mad at me who had a run in early April of
six, walked one and said that added one more in the sixth.
; "We won't be able take any
Bead Bogard led the Laker right now for taking him out six straight victories that
despite never actually having
;of those runs with us and we
pitched at Ty Holland before he hit attack, going 3-for-4 with there in the seventh and not let- included the First Region All
;can't take any of our pitching
was looking forward to the two RBI in the eight hole. ting him close it, but we really 'A' Championship.
'performances. We've got to
Then the Tigers struggled,
opportunity, albeit, a little Casey Brockman, who hits sec- can't let the pitch count get too
:start from scratch and hope in
ond for the Ulcers, was 2-for-4 high there and take a chance on losing four suaight, before
nervous at the same time.
:the first round of the districts,
rebounding and picking up
"I was worried that maybe with two RBI, as was hurting him."
:we get those kind of performAustin
while
The Tigers went in favor of another four in a row, two of
we might come out a little over Reynolds.
ances again."
confident after our game Hargrove went 2-for-4 and Chess Volp after many penciled which came at the Louisville
: That's where Hobbs can
in Bradley Cobb to get the Invitational Tournament.
Monday." Reynolds said of his Logan Burks was 2-for-5.
hang his hat.
But, Murray is winless in
"He (Reynolds) gives us start, but Cobb would have
team.
; In the two games, Calloway
But when questioned as to that kind of outing every time worked on short rest after the month of May and the seek13- 11) outscored Murray 26- what helped cure the jitters, he goes out," Hobbs said of his throwing some 80-plus pitches saw season is getting old for
outhit the Tigers 22-13 and
Reynolds smiled and talked of pitcher."We know we're going in Saturday's loss to Paintsville Tiger skipper Mike Johnson,
:got a stellar performance from
the one thing that makes any to get a performance like that at the All 'A' Tournament in considering he's very well
!Wabash Community College
aware of the potential in his
pitcher happy. Runs.
and I tried to give him a chance Lexington.
Reynolds
Josh
'commit
Volp (4-4) picked up the team's lineup.
And the Lakers got them to throw the no-hitter there, but
Tuesday night.
In Tuesday night's contest,
early and often, scoring in each with his pitch count entering loss, lasting five innings and
The senior righthander for
inning except the top half of the 90's and a nine-run lead, I giving up nine runs, four of the Tigers committed five
the Lakers took a no-hitter into
saw no point in leaving him in which were earned, on 10 hits errors.
the seventh.
the seventh inning, needing
Calloway scored one in the there and taking a chance on with two strikeouts and no
•See BASEBALL,2C
pally three outs, when it was

'4,

FORMER MSU
RIFLE COACH TO BE
INDUCTED AT
END OF MONTH
Special To The Ledger
BRENTWOOD. Tenn. — Former
Murray State University rifle coach
Elvis Green has been elected into the
Ohio Valley Conference Hall of Fame
and will be officially inducted at the
annual OVC Honors Luncheon which
will be held Friday. May 30 at the
Schennerhorn Symphony Center in
Nashville.
The Ohio Valley Conference Hall
of Fame was organized in 1977 with
the intent of honoring the coaches.
administrators, faculty and staff who
have been associated with the OVC for
at 1Wist five,ire and provided elludsiskytoutstanding service to dtettiNtlence. With the induction of this year's
class, the membership will reach 63.
Green served as the Murray State
head rifle coach from 1981-99. winning NCAA National Championships
in 1985 and 1987. Two other times 1986 and 1988 — the Racers finished
the season as national runners-up.
Green's teams qualified for the NCAA
Championships 18 consecutive years
and he coached live individual air rifle
U See GREEN.2C

Perconte named
Pepsi Player of
the Week
SENIOR 'ACE' IS
TRYING TO GET
'BREDS IN OVC
TOURNEY
By MSU Media Relations
Murray State's Mike Perconte is the
Pepsi Athlete of the Week after another great pitching performance.
The term "ace" is used in baseball
to recognize the best
pitcher on the team.
More accurately. it
identifies the pitcher
who can get a win
when it is needed thc
most.
That's what Murray'
State senior right hander Mike Perconte did Sunday when
he struck out a career-best 12 hitters
and held the league's top offense to just
one run on five hits as the
Thoroughbreds took the third game oh
the series with a 3-1 victory over
Tennessee Tech Sunday afternoon at
Howell Bush Stadium.
After dropping the first two games
in the series, MSU had to have the
game Sunday and Perconte delivered
the goods.
Perconte (3-4) was a work horse on
the hill as he seemed to get stronger as
the game went on. He tossed 94 strikes
on a career-high 148 pitches. He
walked only one in the complete game.
The 'Breds will take time off for
linal exams before returning to the diamond on May 10 for a doubleheader
against UT Martin at 1 p.m. at Reagan
Field. MSU will be fighting for one of
the six spots available in the OVC
Tournament that begins May 21 at
Brooks Stadium in Paducah. MSU is
8-12 just behind the last spot currently
held by Southeast Missouri at 9-10.
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MHS to
induct nine
into baseball
Hall of Fame
NcTimE coAcH

E
l

Big Brown
begins
Preakness prep
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MILLER ONE OF
EIC FIT INDLICTEES
Staff Report
Murray High School will 1-te
having its annual Baseball Hall
of Fame ceremony this Saturday
from I to 2 p m. at the Murray
Middle School Atrium.
This year's class is cornprised of nine former Tigers.
eight of which were players.
The one coach inducted is
longtime skipper Cary Miller.
who graduated from MI-IS in
1963 and served as the school's
baseball coach front 1978 to
2006.
Other inductees include
Tommy
McClure, Darren
(looper, Cary Miller Jr.. Jon
Reid. John David Poynor. Justin
Maynard. Matt Kelleher and
Mario Lawrence.
McClure graduated in 1958
and played first base and outfield for the Tigers, while
Hooper, who graduated in 1982.
was a pitcher.
Miller Jr., (1984), Reid
(1994). Poynor (1997) and
Maynard 120011 were all pitchers for the Tigers.
Kelleher (2002) played second base and Lawrence (20021
was a shortstop.
Also. on Saturday, the MHS
baseball team will host the
"Dream Maker Classic" charity
fund raiser. The Tigers will play
Seneca (Louisville) at 2:30 p.m.
and Webster County at 4:45 p.m.
:In-between the two games.
the current Hall of Fame
inductees will he presented to
the crowd.

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SCOREBOARD

The Murray-Calloway Soccer Association's Boys 1J14 team captured the championship
trophy this weekend at the Kentucky Lakes Soccer Tournament. The team played
Paducah Storm. Owensboro United. arid Madisonville Maroons. The team has been
together for only 3 weeks and is comprised of all local players from the Murray and
Calloway systems. The other teams in !he tournament are regional teams. The players
are (front row from L-R) Lucas Anderson, Steven Orr, Zack Fortenbery, Ian Umstead.
Eric Winkler, Logan Parker, and Will Schwettman, (back row from L-R)Paradise
Ngezem, Nick Holt, Steven Arnold, Charlie Courtney, Jonnie Thiede, Alex Ward. and
Coach Adam Holt. The team is managed by Marshall Ward.
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The Murray Stingers recently captured first place at the First Annual Pepsi Showdown
in Hopkinsville. The Stingers defeated the West Kentucky Outlaws 9-0 in the championship game. Team members include (front row, from left), Casey Wilson, Garrett Scott,
Lofton Pigg, Lance Dyke, Carson Chapman and Darius Kendall. (Back row, from left)
Coach Damon Eastwood, Aaron Dawson, Grant Utley, Christian Adams, Logan
Eastwood, Tanner Hicks. coach Joey Scott and coach Scott Adams. Not pictured is
coach Randy Dawson.

LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) Kentucky Derby champion Big
Brown returned to the track at
Churchill Downs on Wednesday
morning, four days after his 4 From Page 1C
The Lady Tigers had been
3/4-length win in the Run for the
putting pressure on Calloway's
Roses.
Trainer
Rick
Dutrow defense all day, attempting to
watched from the rail as Big bunt and slash their way on
base, a strategy that finally
Brown walked a lap around the
worked out in the sixth.
trails with exercise rider
"When you're struggling to
Mjihele Nevin. Dutrow said the get a hit. you•ve got to do what3-ye' ar-old colt has shown no ill ever you can to get them on and
effects from the Derby. in which get them over.- Murray head
Big Brown became the first coach
Kyle Smith said.
horse in nearly 80 years to win "Everybody wants to play big
from the No. 2(1 post
ball, but if you're not hitting the
Big Brown will spend the ball, you've got to put it in play.
next week galloping each morn- see if the defense can get you
ing before shipping to Pimlico out.
The Lady Tiger lead was
for the Preakness. Dutrow said
he's still not sure if he'll put Big short-lived. however. EighthBrown through a rigorous work- grade power hitter Aly'ssa
out: because he doesn't want the Cunningham drilled the first
horse to be too tired before the pitch of the Calloway sixth just
the left field wall. tying
secnnd leg of the Triple Crown. over
the game at two.
If 'Big Brown is well-rested.
"I was mad that they were
Dutrow thinks he's clearly the
able to score that run at the
hot-se to beat.

•Softball

plate on us, so I just came up
ready to hit.- Cunningham said.
"I just knew that we had to
come back, we had to do it for
the seniors.Whitney Gardner pitched a
complete-game gem for the
Lady Lakers, allowing two
unearned runs on four hits and
struck out four.
The Calloway offense was
able to pound out II hits, but
managed to plate just three
runs, leaving eight on base and
having runners gunned down to
end the second and third
innings.
Boggess led the Lady Laker
offense. going 3-for-4 with an
RBI. Kayla Cunningham was 2for-3 and sophomore Brittnee
Deitz went 2-for-2 at the plate
after pinch running for Starks in
the first inning.
Crouch provided two of
Murray's four hits, leading off

both the fourth and the sixth
inning with singles and scoring
the Lady Tigers' first run of the
game. Winchester tossed seven
innings and surrendered three
earned runs on 11 hits.
For Murray. which fell to the
Lady Lakers 9-3 on April 22.
the close loss was a sign of
progress. The Lady Tigers battled Marshall County to a 1-0
loss on April 24, but couldn't
find the offense when they
needed it.
The Lady Tigers found it
Tuesday night. It just wasn't
quite enough.
"I told them before the
game, we gave up close to 40
runs over the first five games of
the year." Smith said. "The last
five, we've only given up 12
earned runs. We're a good ballclub. Our record doesn't necessarily show it. but we're young
and we're getting better."

American League Standings
Au i Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
22 13 629
Boston
17 15 531 31'2
Tampa Flay
17 17 500 4 12
New York
5
16 17 485
Baltimore
16 18 471 5 112
Toronto
Centre! Division
W
L Pct GB
16 15 516
-Minnesota
1
15 16 484
Chicago
15 17 469 1172
Cleveland
14 18 438 2 1/2
Kansas city
Detroit
14 20 412 31/2
West Division
L Pat OS
W
Los Angeles
22 13 629
1
?I 146(5)
Oakland
14 20 412 7 1/2
Seattle
14 20 412 7 1,2
Texas

Tuesday's Dames
Boston 5 Detroit 0
Cleveland 5 N 7 Yankees 3
Tampa Ray 5 Toronto 4
L A Angels 5 Kansas Crty 3
Chicago White Sox 7 Mtnnesota 1
Oakland 4 Baltimore 2
Texas 10 Seattle 1
Wednesday's Games
Baltimore (Guthrie 1-3) at Oakland
(Blanton 2-51 2 35 pm
Boston (Buchholz 2-21 at Detroit
IGalarraga 2.1) 6 05 p m
Cleveland (Lee 5-0) at N 'I Yankees
(Wang 6-0), 605 pm
Tampa Bay (Garza 1-0t at Toronto
(Marcum 3-2) 6 07 pm
LA Angels (Jet Weaver 2-4) at Kansas
City IGranke 3-1) 7 10 p m
Minnesota (Hernandez 4-1) at Chicago
White Sox (Buehrle 1-3) 7 11 p m
Texas (Paddle 4-2) at Seattle (Bedard
2-1) 1010 pm
Thursday's Games
Cleveland (Byrd 1-2) at NY Yankees
(Musson& 4-3). 1205 pm
Minnesota (Slowey 0-1) at Chicago
White Sox (Danks 2-3) 1 05 P
Boston (Beckett 3-2) at Detroit
(Verlander 1-5) 60. pm
Tampa Bay (Jackson 2.31 at Toronto
(Lrlsch 4-11 6 07 p m
Baltimore(0 Cabrera 2-1(41 Kansas
Crly (Hochevar 2-1), 7 10 p m
Texas (Gabbard 1-0) al Seattle
IF Hernandez 2-2). 9 10 p in

National I eague Standings
All Tunes CDT
East Dtviston
W
L Pet OS
18 14 563
Florida
19 15 559
Philadelphia
16 15 516 1 1/2
Atlanta
16 15 516 11/2
New York
14 19 424 4172
Washington
Ciantral Division
W
L Pet OS
22 12 647
Si Louts
19 14 576 21/2
Chfcago
17 16 515 1/2
Houston
16 16 500
5
Milwaukee
13 19 406
.111
Pittsburgh
13 21 382
9
Cincinnati
West Division
W
L Pet GB
22 11 667
Arizona
19 14 576
3
Los Angeles
8
14 19 424
San Francisco
10
12
21
364
Colorado
12 21 364
10
San Diego

Tuesday's Games
Atlanta 5 Sdll 1),P9,, 7
Pittsburgh 12 Srie F r.Incisco 6
Florida 3. Milwaukee 0
Chicago Cubs 3 Cincinnati 0
Houston 6 Washington 5
St Louis 6 Colorado 5
Arizona 6 Philadelphia 4
I A Dodgers 5 N Y Mats 4
Wednesday's Games
Chicago Cubs (Lieber 2.I) at Czncionai)
(Volguez I). 11 35 a m
N V Mets (Maine 3-2) at L.A Dodgers
(Penny 5-2) 2 10 pm
San Diego (Wolf 2-17 at Atlanta
IT Hudson 4-2) 6 p m
San Francisco (Zito 0-6) at Pittsburgh
IDumatrad 0-1). 6 05 p m
Milwaukee (Bush 0-3) at Flonda
(13adenhop 0-21.6 10 p m
Washington (Od Perez 0-3) at Houston
(Oswalt 3.31. 7 05 D m
St Louie (Wainwright 3-1! at Colorado
(Franca 0-3) 735 pm
Philadelphia (Kendrick 2-2) at Arizona
(Owings 4-1) 8 00 p m
)
Thursday's Dafftell
San Francisco (Cain 1-2) at Pdtsburgh
(Maholrn 2-3), 11 35 a m
San Diego (Germano 0-3) at Atlanta
(Reyes 1-0). 12 p m
St Louis (Louse 3-1) &Colorado (De
La Rosa 0-1). 2 05 pm
Philadelphia (Myers 2-2) at Arizona
(Webb 7-0), 2 40 p m
Milwaukee (Villanueva 1-3) at Florida
(Hendrickson 5-1). 6 /0 p rn
Washington (Lannert 2-31 at Houston
(Backe 2-3) 7 05 p m
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SPOrtSBriPfS
•The MHS Quarterback Club will meet tonight night at 5:15 p.m. ai
the high school to plan the 2008 Golf Tournament Al) parents and
boosters are encouraged to attend.
II Murray Tiger Quarterback Club will have a rebate day all day on
Thursday at Captain Ps Be sure to designate your receipt to benefit :
Tiger Football.
- •
•The MHS Fastpitch Club will hold its regular monthly meeting
tonight at 5'45 p.m. in the MHS Cafeteria. All persons Interested in the
softball programs at Murray Middle School and Murray High School are
encouraged to attend. The Lady Tiger Softball Team will also be hosting
a JV Round Robin Tournament this Saturday( May 10th) beginning at
approximately 8 a.m.

•Baseball
team not playing together as a
From Page 1C
"We're rust not playing up tel whole.
"One of our biggest things
our abilities right now. It's there,
we're just having a hard time right now is not playing together:
finding it.- Johnson said. 'There as a team- he said. "We have a:
are a lot of variables that conic lot of guys that are wanting to go :
into play when you consider the their own ways. Until we do that.
sport of baseball that we need I think we're going to struggle.
"Chess didn't throw very::
that aren't there right now.
"We're tying to come out and well, he missed out of the zone::
and didn't get ahead of the batWM games. hut we can't seem to
get things going in the right ters. Calloway is a team that if
direction in order to get a win you don't get ahead of, they're.::
going to sit hack and do a good::
right"
Johnson noted that one dis- job of hitting the ball when:.
couragement is his feeling of the they're ahead.-

•Green

4.

NIurray

From Page 1C
through 1985 and retired with :
national champions and an indi- the rank of Sergeant Major. He::
vidual stnallbore national cham- has been awarded numerous::
pion. Green mentored five military awards including the:.
Olympians (including 1984 Meritorious Service Medal.:
Gold Medalist Pat Spurgin). 49 Bronze Star (with oak left clusfirst-team All-Americans. 49 ter and V device). Air Medal,
second-team All-Americans and Army Commendation Medal
14 honorable mention All- (with 1st oak leaf cluster), Good
Americans. He also helped Conduct Medal eight award.
organize and host six NCAA National
Defense
Service
Rifle Championships (1984. Medal, Vietnamese Cross of
1984. 1992, 1994, 1997, 1998).
Gallantry with Bronze star and
Green was named OVC Vietnamese Staff honor medal
Coach of the Year three times second class.
(1994. 1995. 19991 and NCAA
Coach of the Year in 1997. His
TODAY'S LINEUP SOONSORED BY
teams
claimed
OVC
Terry Butler
Championships six consecutive
' 401900,304.031CP 49e,
years from 1994 through 1999.
Green was a member of the
.P on OW /aims
cpnlvauploan,
NCAA Rifle Committee from
60S
753 51147
1987-93. serving as chair of the
committee kin one year. Green
TV, radio
has received numerous awards
BOXING
and honors, including the
II p.m.
ESPN2 -- Super bantamweights, Mike
National Rifle Association
Oliver (21-0-0) vs Reynaldo Logan
Shooting
(NRA)
Sports Service
(28-5-2) al Boston
Award (1986) and the NRA
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
6 p.rn.
Distinguished College Coach
ESPN
Cleveland at N
Yankees
award (1999). He was inducted
NBA BASKETBALL
into the Murray State Hall of
7 p.m.
TNT - Playoffs conference semifiFame in 2004.
nals game 3. Detroit at Orlando
A native of Francisco, Ala.,
9:30 p.m.
Green was a member of the
TNT - Playoffs, conference serndi
nals.
game
2.
Utah at L A Lakers
United States Army from 1959
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Remember Sale

l'4
2008 Buick Enclave CXL
All New 2009 Toyota Camrys
zzi
i 2.9% for 36 Mos."
• di-3.9% for 48 Mos."
4.9°/0 for 60 Mos."
693*
All New 2008 Toyota Sequoias 411Vit 2008 GMC Acadia SLT-1
.• • .
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aim

od::
en .

ith •
He •
us •
he
al,

al.,
[al:
pc!:

MSRP
$39,630
Peppers Disc
- 2,937
GM Owner Loyalty Rebate -1,000"

Stk.
$ GT8265

• Power Sunroof
• Rear Seat
• !Driver Confidence Package
Entertainment
• Bose Speaker System
Package

sax%..

,000 Toyota Rebate or 0% for 60 mos.**
Plus
dpilli2000, Toyota Loyalty Cash If You
Own Toyota or Scion!

Stk
e GT8297

• Leather Seating

• Trailering Package
• White Diamond
Exterior

• Entertaining System DVD

MSRP
$18,135
Peppers Disc
- 1,029
Rebate
- 500
GM Owner Loyalty Rebate...-1,000 **

.
—.

• LS Package
- Automatic Transmission

All New 2009 Toyota Corolla & Matrix
You Get 0.0% for 36 Mos." afr
-41a7L -e\ 1 .9°/0 for 48 Mn.**
1111:
11111P
1 2.9% for 60 Mos.**
Dlocialmer

$14,195
MSRP
Peppers Disc
- 848
GM Owner Loyalty Rebate...-1,000 **

Stk.
#(C8332

/7t-PPt-iec

PEPPt7e,S-)
www.popper catitomotioo r run

74211F Wood St Pans TN
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0
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"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

'Whatever at takes, we want to be your ar or Mick eompany."1111111111

•

Your Price 1

$12,347

..24;T,:,roTdP=,'"F',Ynancial Services Credit

1 800 IP, t

6*
$

• 32 MPG Hwy.
• Cruise Control
• Automatic
• CD Player
Your Price
Transmission
r
Mmlairrar 'M prices plus tax Idle and license addlional $6450 doe lee included %tides sub.:Hoarier sate
'Veraeable to custOrners wttO currently own a t 999 model or 110W166 rends No trade necessary Ins cast Is m he of airy other GM
presto offers

All prices plus tax, title and license addiIonal Rebates deducted $64 50 doc tee included Photos for

Wale

;4;18261
• Remote Vehicle

2008 Chevy Aveo

Viriaba
it=1
r

We Are Going to Sell SO New Cars In May.
Come See Howl

33 967*

S

Your Price

2008 Chevy HHR

410

3,000 Toyota Rebate or 0% for 60 mos.**
Plus
1,000 Toyota Down Payment Assistance
When Financing with Toyota Financial

S

Your Price 35
r

MSRP
$37,955
Peppers Disc
-2,488
Rebate
-500
GM Owner Loyalty Rebate...-L000"

.111111PV.-4

All New 2008 Toyota Tundras

1:11111111C.

www 'tipper

74211 I Wood St P.m', IN

1,1,'

I /OW
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Peppers Automotive Pre-owned Specials
2007 Chevrolet MIR LT 2004 Toyota 4Runner 515 4WD
Chrome Wheels, Leather,
Moonroof, 8,000 Miles.
Stk. #P6684

65,000 Mlles, TIC, PW,PL,
CD, Sunroof, Alloy
Wheels.
Stk. #GT8283A

2007 Chrysler 300C
24,000 Miles, Chrome
Wheels, Hemi, Leather.
Stk. OP6760

29,000 Miles, TIC, PW,
PL, Alloy Wheels
Stk. OCP334

$12,968*

96,565*
2008 Ford F-250
Super Duty FX4

2007 Mazda6
18,000 Mlles, Alloy
Wheels, PW,PL, CD
Stk. OP6772

1110111e Wheels, peathet,
smetlite f1,1dr, i',,wer Strokr.Dieerl.'4,000

Inc

atit .

Peppers Chevrolet, Cadillac,
Pontiac, GMC Buick
„
"Equipped Not Stripped Sale

PEPPERS TOYOTA

att

atnd

Wednesday, May 7. MON • 34

S21,763*

trPft/n

I.$14,993
2007 Jeep Liberty Limited 4x4

2004 Jeep Grand Cherokee Limited

43,000 Miles, Chrome
Wheels. Moonroof,
Leather.
Stk. #CP429

48,000 Miles Heated
Leather, Moonroof,
Chrome Wheels.
Stk. #GC8214A

$16,423*
2006 Mazda MX5 Convertible

2004 Ford Mustang

2005 Dodge Dakota Laramie 4x4

Alloy Wheels, Automatic,
11,000 Mlles.
Stk. #P6767

Mach I 40th Anniversary,
4,000 Miles.
Stk. #CT8172A

Leather, Chrome Wheels.
Crew Cab, 38,000 Miles
Stk. #CP348

$117,884'

99,969*

96,883*

cc:
of

lal:

1

2006 Jeep Commander 4x4 Limited 2003 Chevrolet Avalanche 2500 4x4
DVD, TIC, PW,PL, CD,
23,000 Miles.
Stk. #CP342

Hemi, Chrome Wheels,
Moonroot, DVD, Heated
Leather, 30,000 Miles.
Stk. #P6731

Leather, Chrome Wheels,
Lift Kit, 67,000 Miles
Stk. *P6713

•Olsclaerer All prices plus tax. title end licer.so erldnonel $6450 ctoc tee included
PONTIAC

y

PEPPE;ecf

His M F 8 a in 6 p lit
8 a in tt it
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24001 Wood St •Paris • 642-5661 • 1-800-7488816
www pippisisatilomotive con)
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Murray Elementary students
earn rewards for month of April
MU11.1
Elementary Jones from Neff's class, Grant
School students earn a gold tag Jones from Starkey's class.
when they have received 10 Noah Williams from Russell's
tiger tags for going above and class and Khan McMillian from
beyond the Guidelines for Suc- Wood's class
cess. Janet Caldwell, principal,
Students receiving the award
presents the gold tags to stu- from April 28 - May I
dents on the Tiger Cub News were:
program each morning.
PI: Fatemah Yarali from
Students receiving the award Cunningham's class; P2-Abby
from April 21-25 were:
Kelly and Jayson Walker from
PI : Julian Lassiter from Cun- Russell's class; P3- Hannah
ningham's
class;
Miracle Edminister from June's' class;
Phillips, Aaltah Sims from and P4 Cecile Stone from
Henry's class; Ronnie Like and Reid's class
Noah Cavitt from Munsey's
Each week students who earn
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TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
WHAT'CHA GOT?: A group of friendly Hazel antiques dealers greeted customers during the
merchants' first Hazel Antiques Appraisal event Saturday morning in the Hazel Baptist Church
parking lot. The dealers provided participants with a free assessment of how much their treasures are worth on the retail market

Photo provided
Pictured are students who received the pawsitive rewards on April 25.

GREG TRAVIS/Lodger & Moss
SCHOLARSHIP WINNER: Calloway County High School senior Jessica Torsak, center, wee
recently presented with a $1,000 "2008 Community Scholarship" from Web-Mart of Mti011y.
Wet-Man supports education in the community through scholarship programs. Community
scholarship winners are chosen from qualified applicants in the community who are not WalMart associates Or the child of a Wal-Mart associate. Also pictured are Yvette Pyle, left, CCHS
pnncipal, arid Jerry Cooper, right, Wal-Mart store manger, making the presentation.

Photo provIcted
Pictured from left are first row, Julian Lassiter, Miracle Phillips, Aaliah Sims, Ronnie
Like, Noach Cavitt, Kierstan Guynn, Analili Alvarez. back row, Jayden Weeks, Ire
Jones, Grant Jones, Noah Williams and Khan McMillian
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Saturday & Sunday Open Houses
May 17 & 18 • May 24 & 25
100-4:00 p.m.
Drawing Date: Saturday, May 31st
Tickets are $100
Only 4,000 Will Be Sold!
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Pictured with Janet Caldwell, principal, Fatemah Yarali, Abby Kelly, Jayson Walker.
Hannah Edmincle, 3rd Cilo StOr1P
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Someone is moving to the Dream Home on
2260 Mitchell Drive, Murray, KY Is it you?
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